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Résumé
Les systèmes de communications par satellite sont utilisés dans le contexte de la radiodiﬀusion, de
la navigation, du sauvetage et du secours aux sinistrés, car ils permettent de fournir des services
sur une large zone de couverture. Cependant, cette zone de couverture est limitée par l'eﬀet de
masquage provoqué par des obstacles qui bloquent la liaison directe entre le satellite et un utilisateur
terrestre. L'eﬀet de masquage devient plus sévère en cas de satellites à faibles angles d'élévation ou
lorsque l'utilisateur est à l'intérieur. Pour résoudre ce problème, les Systèmes Coopératifs Hybride
Satellite-Terrestre (HSTCS) ont été proposés.
Dans un système HSTCS, l'utilisateur mobile peut proﬁter de la diversité spatiale en recevant des
signaux à la fois du satellite et des relais terrestres. Les gap-ﬁllers ﬁxes ou mobiles sont utilisés pour
relayer le signal satellite. La plupart des systèmes de diﬀusion par satellite utilisent les gap-ﬁllers
ﬁxes alors que les gap-ﬁllers mobiles sont nécessaires en cas de communications d'urgence lorsque
l'infrastructure ﬁxe n'est pas disponible. Dans les scénarios d'urgence (incendie, tremblement de
terre, inondations, explosion) l'infrastructure terrestre existante est endommagée, donc les HSTCSs
sont appropriés pour mettre à jour des informations qui permettent aux sauveteurs d'intervenir ef-
ﬁcacement et en toute sécurité. En particulier, une mise en oeuvre rapide et souple est nécessaire,
ce qui pourrait être fourni par le déploiement de gap-ﬁllers mobiles (véhicule ou portable). Plusieurs
scénarios coopératifs et techniques de transmission ont déjà été proposés et étudiés. Cependant, la
plupart des méthodes proposées ne fournissent qu'une analyse de performance fondée sur la simula-
tion alors que les expressions analytiques de la probabilité de coupure et de la Probabilité d'Erreur
Symbole (SEP) n'ont pas encore été établies.
v
Cette thèse se focalise sur l'analyse de performances des systèmes HSTCS. La probabilité de
coupure et SEP du système utilisant le schéma de transmission Selective Decode-and-Forward (SDF),
avec ou sans sélection de relais, est évaluée dans le cas des modulations MPSK et MQAM. Cette
expression analytique permet de concevoir le système HSTCS. Ces résultats sont applicables aux
cas des relais ﬁxes ou mobiles. La seconde partie de cette thèse est consacrée à des problèmes de
synchronisation (décalage en temps et en fréquence ainsi que l'étalement Doppler). La mobilité des
utilisateurs crée l'étalement Doppler qui détruit l'orthogonalité des sous-porteuses dans les signaux
de type Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). Cette perte d'orthogonalité engendre
de l'interférence entre sous-porteuses (ICI) et donc une dégradation des performances du système en
termes de SEP. Dans ce cas, on présente les conditions dans lesquelles cette dégradation peut être
compensée par une augmentation du Rapport Signal sur Bruit (SNR) du côté de l'émetteur. Le
résultat dépend du schéma de modulation et aussi de la vitesse des utilisateurs.
vi
Abstract
Satellite communication systems are used in the context of broadcasting, navigation, rescue, and
disaster relief since they allow the provision of services over a wide coverage area. However, this
coverage area is limited by the masking eﬀect caused by obstacles that block the Line-Of-Sight (LOS)
link between the satellite and a terrestrial user. The masking eﬀect becomes more severe in case of low
satellite elevation angles or when the user is indoor. To address this issue, Hybrid Satellite-Terrestrial
Cooperative Systems (HSTCSs) have been proposed.
In an HSTCS, the mobile user can exploit the diversity advantages by receiving signals from
both satellite and terrestrial components. Fixed or mobile gap-ﬁllers are used to relay the satellite
signal. Most of satellites broadcasting systems have been implemented using ﬁxed gap-ﬁllers while
mobile gap-ﬁllers are needed in emergency cases when the ﬁxed infrastructure is not available. In
emergency scenarios (e.g., ﬁre, earthquake, ﬂood and explosion), the existing terrestrial infrastructure
has been destroyed. So, an HSTCS is appropriate for transmitting the information between the
rescuers and the central oﬃce. This allows the rescuers to operate eﬃciently. In particular, a fast and
ﬂexible implementation is needed and this could be provided by deploying mobile gap ﬁllers (vehicle
or mobile handheld). Recently, the topic of HSTCSs has gain interest in the research community.
Several cooperative scenarios and transmission techniques have been proposed and studied. However,
most of existing approaches only provide a performance analysis based on simulation results and the
analytical expression of the exact Symbol Error Probability (SEP) is generally not provided.
This dissertation focuses on the performance analysis of HSTCSs. The exact closed-form outage
vii
probability and SEP of Selective Decode-and-Forward (SDF) transmission scheme with and with-
out relay selection are derived for both M-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) and M-ary quadrature
amplitude modulation (MQAM) schemes. This analytical SEP helps in designing and dimensioning
HSTCSs. Our results are applicable to both ﬁxed and mobile relaying techniques. Another part of the
dissertation is dedicated to synchronization issues (time, frequency shifting/spreading). The mobility
of users induces a Doppler spread in the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signal
that destroys the orthogonality of subcarriers. The loss of orthogonality produces Inter-subCarrier
Interference (ICI) and hence a degradation of the system performance in terms of SEP. In this case,
we present the conditions in which this degradation can be compensated for by an increase in the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the transmitter side. The result depends on both the modulation
scheme and the speed of the mobile users.
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Introduction
Motivation
Satellite systems are used in the context of broadcasting, navigation, rescue, and disaster relief
since they allow the provision of services over a wide coverage area. However, this coverage area is
limited by the masking eﬀect caused by obstacles that block the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) link between
the satellite and a terrestrial user. It is the main limitation of Mobile Satellite Systems (MSSs). To
improve the system availability, which is characterized by the percentage of time that the LOS between
the terrestrial user and the satellite exists, the multi-satellite diversity technique has been proposed
[Vog97, AV97]. In multi-satellite diversity techniques, two or more satellites transmit simultaneously
the information to a terrestrial user. In order to obtain the maximum system availability, each satellite
should be situated in an appropriate position which can provide the LOS link to the terrestrial user
when other satellite-destination links are in non-LOS conditions (i.e., the LOS links between satellites
and destination terminals should not be correlated). It has been shown in [VCS02] that in order to
have at least one LOS link among two satellite-destination links, the azimuth separation of the two
satellites must be higher than pi/4. Although the multi-satellite diversity can improve the system
availability, there are still some limitations for example when the user terminal is indoor. The cost
of using several satellites is another issue when implementing multi-satellite diversity techniques. To
address this issue, Hybrid/Integrated Satellite-Terrestrial Cooperative Systems (HISTCSs) have been
proposed [CGK09, KK10].
In an HISTCS, the terrestrial segment is used to relay the satellite signal to the destination node.
The main diﬀerence between hybrid and integrated systems is on whether both space and terrestrial
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segments use a common network and spectrum. In an integrated system, a terrestrial cellular network
can be used as an alternative system to connect the terrestrial user with respect to the satellite one
[EWL+05]. Both satellite and ground segments also use the same frequency band. In a hybrid
system, the terrestrial gap ﬁllers (repeaters) can be employed to forward the satellite signal in non
LOS conditions [CCL+08]. Both satellite and terrestrial relays use the diﬀerent frequency band.
In a Hybrid Satellite-Terrestrial Cooperative System (HSTCS), the mobile user can exploit the
spatial diversity by receiving signals from both satellite and terrestrial components. Fixed or mobile
gap-ﬁllers are used to relay the satellite signal by implementing Amplify-and-Forward (AF), Fixed
Decode-and-Forward (FDF) or Selective Decode-and-Forward (SDF) transmission schemes [LTW04,
LW03]. In the AF transmission scheme, all relays amplify both the source message and the channel
noise which leads to some performance degradations. In the FDF transmission scheme, all relays
decode the source messages (demodulate) ﬁrst and then re-encode (re-modulate) the signal before
forwarding to the destination node while in the SDF transmission scheme, only the relays that can
decode the source messages correctly are allowed to retransmit the signals. This SDF transmission
scheme prevents the retransmission of erroneous messages to the destination node. Most of satellite
broadcasting systems have been implemented using ﬁxed gap-ﬁllers. However, mobile gap-ﬁllers are
needed in emergency cases when the ﬁxed infrastructure is not available. In emergency scenarios
(e.g., ﬁre, earthquake, ﬂood and explosion), the existing terrestrial infrastructure has been destroyed.
So, an HSTCS is appropriate for transmitting the information between the rescuers and the central
oﬃce. This allows the rescuers to operate eﬃciently [IBdRH+08, DRMJS09]. In particular, a fast and
ﬂexible implementation is needed and this could be provided by deploying mobile gap ﬁllers (vehicle
or mobile handheld).
Several cooperative scenarios for HSTCSs have been proposed for diﬀerent kind of applications.
In [MJDR10], the delay diversity technique for a hybrid satellite-terrestrial DVB-SH system has been
studied. In this scenario, user stations receive diﬀerent versions of the same signal with diﬀerent delays:
one signal from the satellite and other signals from terrestrial relays. No combiner is implemented.
In [AKKP10], space-time codes and rate compatible turbo codes have been implemented to achieve
diversity gains and additional coding gains. Recently, hybrid satellite-terrestrial systems employing
3mobile gap ﬁllers have been presented in [CIdRH10, PED+11]. In [CIdRH10], a hybrid solution
based on a cooperative ad-hoc networking approach has been proposed for terrestrial links while the
DVB-SH and the Next Generation Universal Mobile Satellite Telecommunications Systems (S-UMTS)
standards are considered for forward (satellite broadcasting) and return (user terminal to satellite)
links respectively. In [PED+11], a two time-slot scenario has been presented. The satellite broadcasts
the information to terrestrial users in a ﬁrst time slot and in a second time slot, non-masked terminals
are used to relay the information toward masked terminals. Note that the Symbol Error Probability
(SEP) performance has not been studied yet in [CIdRH10, PED+11].
Although the cooperative diversity techniques can increase the system availability by receiving the
signal directly from the source and also from the relays, the additional bandwidth is needed for the
relay transmissions. To minimize the bandwidth consumption while keeping the maximum diversity
order, Bletsas et al.[BKRL06] have proposed an opportunistic cooperative protocol in which only
one relay is used for forwarding the message to the destination. Two criteria for selecting the best
relay have been studied. The ﬁrst criterion is to choose the relay which maximizes the minimum of
the source-relay and the relay-destination channel gain, while the second criterion is based on the
maximization of the harmonic mean of both channel gains. It has been illustrated in [CwSZL10]
that the outage performance of both selection techniques are the same in the high-SNR regime. The
bandwidth consumption can be further decreased by implementing on-demand cooperation together
with the best relay selection [Esc10].
The outage probability and the average SEP are two criteria for evaluating and designing com-
munication systems. These two parameters can be obtained via simulation or via computation.
However, most of the previous papers on HSTCSs have provided only the SEP performance based on
simulations. The exact closed-form outage probability and SEP of HSTCSs have not been derived yet.
Objective of the dissertation
This dissertation aims at providing the analytical outage probability and SEP of HSTCSs. In
order to derive the outage probability or the SEP of an HSTCS, an appropriate Land Mobile Satellite
(LMS) channel model is needed. The most popular LMS channel models are the Loo's model [Loo85,
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Loo90, Loo91, LB98], the Lutz's model [LCD+91], and the Fontan's model [PFHS+08, PFVCB+98,
FVCC+01]. In the Loo's model, the amplitude of the LOS component is assumed to be lognormally
distributed while the multipath interference has a Rayleigh distribution. The Lutz's model diﬀers
from the Loo's model. The latter model is a single state model whereas the Lutz's model is described
by two states, the good state (Rice model) and the bad state (Suzuki model). The Fontan's model
consists of three states: LOS, moderate shadowing and deep shadowing. Moreover, each state of the
Fontan's model is described by the Loo's model. Recently, a new shadowed Rice model for the LMS
channel has been proposed in [ALAK03]. In this model, the amplitude of the LOS is characterized
by the Nakagami distribution and the amplitude of the multipath components is characterized by the
Rayleigh distribution. It has been shown in [ALAK03] that this new model provides a similar ﬁt to
the experimental data as the Loo's model but with signiﬁcantly less computational burden. In the
following sections, we will use this new LMS channel model to derive the outage probability and the
average SEP of HSTCSs.
In this dissertation, we investigate the performance in terms of outage probability and SEP of
an HSTCS using ﬁxed or mobile relays1 over independent but not necessarily identically distributed
fading channels. In the ﬁrst phase, the satellite broadcasts its signal to all relay nodes and the des-
tination node. In the second phase, the relay nodes forward the satellite signal to the destination
node using the SDF transmission scheme. The exact closed-form outage probability and SEP expres-
sions of an SDF transmission scheme with and without relay selection have been derived for general
M-ary Phase Shift Keying (MPSK) and M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (MQAM) over
the independent identically distributed (i.i.d) and independent non identically distributed (i.n.i.d)
fading channels. Such closed-form solutions are highly desirable because they allow for rapid and
eﬃcient evaluation of the system performance. The analytical results are then conﬁrmed using Monte
Carlo simulations. Moreover, the SEP performance of the OFDM-HSTCS is also investigated and
the performance degradation due to Doppler spread is studied.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows.
1The mobile relay nodes can be vehicles or mobile handhelds.
5• Chapter 1 describes the HSTCS and cooperative transmission schemes. Both LMS and terres-
trial channel models are also discussed. Some special functions used in this dissertation are also
presented.
• Chapter 2 focuses on the performance evaluation of the HSTCS. The SDF transmission scheme
is implemented and the exact closed-form outage probability and SEP are derived for gen-
eral MPSK and MQAM modulation schemes over independent but not necessarily identically
distributed fading channels.
• In chapter 3, the SDF transmission scheme with the best relay selection is performed and
the exact closed-form outage probability and SEP are derived for general MPSK and MQAM
modulation schemes over independent but not necessarily identically distributed fading channels.
• Chapter 4 dedicates to the performance analysis of the OFDM-HSTCS. The Doppler spread
issue and the system performance degradation are examined.
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Chapter 1
Hybrid satellite-terrestrial cooperative
systems
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This ﬁrst chapter describes the HSTCS model, the forwarding schemes, the cooperative mode, the
relay selection schemes and the combining techniques. Moreover, the LMS channel and the terrestrial
channel models are also presented since it is very important for system performance evaluation. In
the last section, some special functions that are used in this dissertation are provided.
1.1 System overview
The architecture of an HSTCS is presented in Fig. 1.1. The transmission scheme is divided into two
phases. In the ﬁrst phase, the satellite broadcasts the satellite signal to the relays and the destination.
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In a cooperative scenario, the relay can forward the source information to the destination by using
the Amplify-and-Forward (AF), Fixed Decode-and-Forward (FDF), or Selective Decode-and-Forward
(SDF) transmission schemes [LTW04].
Source Destination
Relay
srh
sdh
rdh
Phase 1: source to relay and 
               destination
Phase 2: relay to destination
Figure 1.2: Cooperative scenario with one relay and one destination.
In the ﬁrst phase, the source transmits the information to the relay and the destination node. The
base band received signal at the destination, ysd, and at the relay, ysr, can be modeled as follows
ysd =
√
Pshsdx+ nsd
ysr =
√
Pshsrx+ nsr
(1.1)
where Ps is the transmitted power at the source, x is the transmitted symbol, hsd and hsr are the
channel coeﬃcients of the source-destination and the source-relay links respectively, and nsd and nsr
are the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance N0.
In the second phase, the relay forwards the source information to the destination node. The
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received signal at the destination can be modeled as below
yrd = f (ysr)hrd + nrd (1.2)
where the function f(.) depends on the forwarding schemes.
Amplify-and-Forward
In an AF transmission scheme, the relay just only ampliﬁes the received signal from the source and
then forwards it to the destination. However, the noise is also ampliﬁed. In this case, the function
f (ysr) is a factor and is given by
f (ysr) = βrysr, where βr ≤
√
Pr√
Ps|hsr|2 +N0
(1.3)
If Ps = Pr = P and βr takes the maximum value, hence,
βr =
√
P√
P |hsr|2 +N0
. (1.4)
Therefore, the input-output signal model of AF scheme can be modeled as follows
• Phase 1,
ysd =
√
Phsdx+ nsd
ysr =
√
Phsrx+ nsr
(1.5)
• Phase 2,
yrd =
√
P√
P |hsr|2 +N0
√
Phrdhsrx+ n
′
rd (1.6)
where
n′rd =
√
P√
P |hsr|2 +N0
hrdnsr + nrd (1.7)
we assume that nsr and nrd are independent, hence, n′rd is an AWGN with zero mean and
variance
N ′0 =
(
P |hrd|2
P |hsr|2 +N0 + 1
)
N0. (1.8)
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Fixed Decode-and-Forward
In an FDF transmission scheme, the relays decode the source message and re-encode before forwarding
to the destination. In this scheme, the function f (ysr) can be written as
f (ysr) = xˆ (1.9)
where xˆ is the decoded symbol.
When the source-relay links are strongly faded, the relays cannot decode the source message
correctly. So, the destination will receive an erroneous source message from the relay and this results
in a performance degradation.
The input-output signal model of FDF scheme can be modeled as follows
• Phase 1,
ysd =
√
Pshsdx+ nsd
ysr =
√
Pshsrx+ nsr
(1.10)
• Phase 2,
yrd = hrdxˆ+ nrd (1.11)
Selective Decode-and-Forward
In an SDF transmission scheme, the process is the same as in the FDF scheme but only the relays
that can decode the source message correctly are allowed to forward the signal to the destination
node. This prevents the retransmission of erroneous messages to the destination node. The function
f (ysr) can be written as
f (ysr) =

xˆ, if the relay can decode the source message correctly
0, otherwise.
(1.12)
Therefore, the input-output signal model of SDF scheme can be modeled as follows
• Phase 1,
ysd =
√
Pshsdx+ nsd
ysr =
√
Pshsrx+ nsr
(1.13)
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• Phase 2,
yrd =

hrdxˆ+ nrd, if the relay can decode the source message correctly
0, otherwise.
(1.14)
Comparison of the AF and SDF diversity gains
The performance comparison of AF, FDF and SDF schemes over Rayleigh fading channels has been
studied in [RLSSK09]. The comparison has been done at the high-SNR regime. It has been shown
that for a 1-relay system, the AF and SDF schemes provide the same outage probability and the
diversity order is equal to 2 while the diversity order of FDF is equal to one.
On the other hand, the SEP performance comparison of AF and SDF schemes can be described
as follows.
• When the channel link quality of the source-relay link is much lower than the one of the relay-
destination link, the diversity gain of the SDF scheme is higher than the one of the AF scheme.
• When the channel link quality of the source-relay link is much higher than the one of the
relay-destination link, the SDF and the AF schemes provide the same performance in terms of
diversity gain.
• When the channel link quality of the source-relay link is the same as the one of the relay-
destination link, the SDF scheme provides better performance in term of diversity gain than the
AF scheme for modulation schemes with high number of constellation point. For modulation
schemes with a small number of constellation points, the performance advantage of an SDF
scheme is negligible compared with the one of an AF scheme.
We can see that the SEP performance of an SDF scheme is always not lower than the one of an
AF scheme.
1.1.2 Relay selection schemes
In a typical cooperative system, the orthogonal channels must be allocated to the direct and the
relayed links in order to avoid the interference between each transmission link. So, when the number
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of relays increases, the number of the channels is also increasing. This requires more bandwidth
consumption. To reduce the bandwidth consumption, relay selection schemes have been proposed in
[QB04, BKRL06]. With a relay selection scheme, one or several relays are selected for forwarding the
source signal. Since not all the relays are involved in the forwarding scheme, some bandwidth can be
saved. Several relay selection schemes have been proposed [BKRL06, SMY10a, QB04, SMY10b]. In
this dissertation, we will focus on timer based selection schemes. In the timer based selection schemes
of [BKRL06, SMY10a], only one relay is selected. This relay, the best relay, will retransmit the source
signal when its timer expires2. The main issue consists in designing a selection scheme that avoids
the collision of two relays having their timer expiring in the same contention window. However, the
timer based selection scheme is attractive because of its simplicity.
In the selection scheme of the best relay [BKRL06], only the relay which provides the highest
received SNR at the receiver is allowed to forward the source message to the destination node. So,
this scheme requires less bandwidth comparing to the scheme without relay selection. Two criteria
for selecting the best relay have been studied in [BKRL06]. The ﬁrst criterion is to choose the relay
which maximizes the minimum of the source-relay and the relay-destination channel gain, while the
second criterion is based on the maximization of the harmonic mean of both channel gains. It has
been illustrated in [CwSZL10] that the outage performance of both selection techniques are the same
in the high-SNR regime.
1.1.3 Combining techniques
Consider a combining system with M received signal branches as represented in Fig. 1.3. Let the
received signal from each branch deﬁned by
yi = his+ ni, for i = 1, . . . ,M (1.15)
where s is the transmitted symbol with the average transmitted power Ps, hk and nk represent the
complex channel coeﬃcient and the AWGN of the kth branch respectively. The AWGN is assumed
to have the variance N0. So, the average received SNR of the kth branch is given as γk = |hk|2 PsN0 .
2The timer is inversely proportional to the channel gain
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Figure 1.3: Combining system with M branches.
The weighting gain wk (k = 1, . . . ,M) in Fig. 1.3 depends on the combining technique. The
classical combining techniques are Selection Combining (SC), Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)
and Equal Gain Combining (MRC).
Selection combining
In the SC technique, the branch that provides the highest SNR is chosen for further processing.
Therefore,
wk =

1, if γk = maxi∈M (γi)
0, otherwise,
(1.16)
where γi is the SNR of the ith branch.
So, the output SNR of the selection combining is γout = maxi∈M (γi). Moreover, this selection
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scheme requires only the measurement of the signal power while the phase shifter or variable gains
are not required.
Maximum ratio combining
In the MRC technique, the weighting coeﬃcient wk is chosen to maximize the total output SNR. It
has been shown in [SA05] that the output SNR is maximized when wk = conj(hk).
And the total output SNR is given by
γout =
M∑
i=1
γi. (1.17)
Equal gain combining
In the EGC technique, the coeﬃcient wk is chosen as
wk = exp (−j∠hk) . (1.18)
where ∠hk is the argument of the complex channel coeﬃcient hk.
In this case, the total output SNR is given by
γout =
(∑M
i=1 |hi|
)2
M
Ps
N0
. (1.19)
In terms of the complexity, the SC is the easiest technique because it requires only a measurement
of the received SNR at each branch. The phase and the amplitude are not needed. On the other hand,
both MRC and EGC require the phase information. Furthermore, the measurement of the channel
gain is needed too for the MRC technique. However, the MRC is the optimum combining technique
and provides better performance than SC and EGC.
1.2 Channel propagation models
The characteristic of the channel propagation can be described by the variation of the received signal
over time and frequency. This variation can be divided into two categories, large-scale fading and
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small-scale fading. The large-scale fading consists of a long term path loss and the shadowing due
to the obstacles such as buildings, trees. The long term path loss depends on the distance and the
frequency of the transmitted signal. On the other hand, the small-scale fading is due to constructive
and destructive interference of the multipath signal components. This small-scale fading occurs at
the spatial scale of the order of the carrier wavelength. The large-scale fading is more relevant to
issues such as cell-site planning while the small-scale multipath fading is more relevant to the design
of reliable and eﬃcient communication systems.
The received power at the destination side can be modeled by the expression below
PR = PTGTGRk
λ2
dβ
αshadαfading (1.20)
where d is the distance from the transmitter to the receiver, PT is the transmit power, GT (GR
respectively) is the transmit antenna gain (receive antenna gain respectively). The free-space path
loss is characterized by the term kλ2/dβ , where λ is the wavelength, k is a constant value and β is the
path loss exponent ranging from 2 to 6 and depends on the propagation environment. The parameters
αshad and αfading are the positive random variables representing the variation of the received power
due to shadowing and multipath fading respectively.
1.2.1 Characteristics of fading channels
The characteristics of fading channels can be mainly described by two properties, one based on the
multipath time delay spread parameter, and another one based on the Doppler spread parameter.
Slow versus fast fading
This characteristic is very important for the system performance evaluation and is related to the
coherence time Tcoh of the channel, which measures the period of time over which the fading process
is correlated in the time domain. The coherence time is inversely proportional to the Doppler spread
Fd.
Tcoh ∝ 1
Fd
(1.21)
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The fading is said to be slow if the symbol time period is much lower than the coherence time,
i.e., Ts < Tcoh; otherwise it is considered fast.
Frequency-ﬂat versus frequency-selective fading
This characteristic is also important for the system performance evaluation. The frequency selectivity
is related to the coherence bandwidth Bcoh which is inversely proportional to the maximum delay
spread τmax
Bcoh ∝ 1
τmax
(1.22)
The coherence bandwidth measures the frequency range over which the fading process is correlated
in the frequency domain. The fading is considered to be frequency-ﬂat when all the signal bandwidth
Bs is aﬀected in a similar manner, i.e., Bs < Bcoh; otherwise the channel is considered as frequency-
selective.
1.2.2 Terrestrial channel model
Rayleigh
The Rayleigh distribution is used to characterize the multipath fading channel with no LOS link. The
probability density function (PDF) of the channel fading amplitude α is given by [SA05]
fα(x) =
x
b
exp
(
−x
2
2b
)
, x ≥ 0 (1.23)
and the PDF of the channel fading power α2 is distributed according to an exponential distribution
and given by
fα2(y) =
1
2b
exp
(
− y
2b
)
, y ≥ 0 (1.24)
where 2b is the average channel power.
Rice
The Rician distribution is frequently used to model the multipath fading channel consisting of one
strong direct LOS link and other indirect links. The PDF of the channel fading amplitude α is given
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by [SA05]
fα(x) =
2(1 +K)x
Ω
exp
(
−(1 +K)x
2
Ω
−K
)
I0
(
2x
√
K(K + 1)
Ω
)
, x ≥ 0 (1.25)
and the PDF of the channel fading power α2 is distributed according to a noncentral chi-square
distribution given by
fα2(y) =
(1 +K)
Ω
exp
(
−(1 +K) y
Ω
−K
)
I0
(
2
√
K(K + 1)y
Ω
)
, y ≥ 0 (1.26)
where 0 ≤ K ≤ +∞ is the Rice parameter and I0 is the ﬁrst order modiﬁed Bessel function.
When K = 0, the Rician channel becomes the Rayleigh channel and it becomes no fading channel
when K → +∞.
Nakagami-m
The Nakagami-m model has been proposed in [Nak60]. The PDF of the channel fading amplitude α
is given by
fα(x) =
2mmx2m−1
ΩmΓ(m)
exp
(
−mx
2
Ω
)
, x ≥ 0 (1.27)
and the PDF of the channel fading power α2 is distributed according to a Gamma distribution and
given by
fα2(y) =
mmym−1
ΩmΓ(m)
exp
(
−my
Ω
)
, y ≥ 0 (1.28)
where Γ(.) is the Gamma function, Ω is the average power of the multipath component, and m
is the fading parameter of the distribution which ranges from the one sided Gaussian distribution
(m = 1/2) to non-fading AWGN channel (+∞) by passing the Rayleigh distribution (m = 1). For
m ≥ 1, we obtain one-to-one mapping between the m parameter and the Rician K factor, allowing
the Nakagami-m distribution to closely approximate the Rice distribution, and this mapping is given
by
K =
√
m2 −m
m−√m2 −m
(1.29)
m =
(K + 1)2
(2K + 1)
(1.30)
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It has been shown that the Nakagami-m model characterizes well the outdoor radio mobile channel
and the multipath indoor channel model as well.
1.2.3 LMS channel models
The land mobile satellite (LMS) channel model is very important for the performance evaluation of the
MSSs. On the other hand, the conventional channel models used in the terrestrial propagation cannot
be used to characterize the LMS channel because of the diﬀerences observed in LOS and shadowing
links. The most popular LMS models are Loo's model [Loo85, Loo90, Loo91, LB98], Lutz's model
[LCD+91] and Fontan's model [PFVCB+98, FVCC+01, PFHS+08].
Loo's model
In the Loo's model, the amplitude of the LOS component is assumed to be a lognormally distributed
while the multipath interference has a Rayleigh distribution. The received complex envelope signal
is given in [Loo85] as
r exp(jθ) = z exp(jφ0) + w exp(jφ), for z, w > 0 (1.31)
where the phases φ0 and φ are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2pi, z is lognormally distributed
and w is Rayleigh distribution.
If z is temporarily kept constant, then the conditional PDF of r is a PDF of Rician distribution
f(r|z) = r
b0
exp
[
−(r
2 + z2)
2b0
]
I0
(
rz
b0
)
(1.32)
where 2b0 represents the average scattered power due to the multipath components, I0(.) is the
modiﬁed Bessel function of the zeroth order.
So, the total PDF of the amplitude r is given as below
f(r) =
∫ +∞
0
f(r|z)f(z)dz
=
r
(b0
√
2pid0)
∫ +∞
0
1
z
exp
[
−(ln z − µ)
2
2d0
]
exp
[
−(r
2 + z2)
2b0
]
I0
(
rz
b0
)
dz, r ≥ 0
(1.33)
where µ and
√
d0 are the mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribution respectively.
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Lutz's model
The Lutz's model is described by two states, good channel state (Rice model) and bad channel state
(Suzuki model).
In a good channel state, the PDF of the received power is given by
fgood(s) = c exp [−c(s+ 1)] I0
(
2c
√
s
)
(1.34)
where c is the Rice factor.
In a bad channel state, the PDF of the received power is written as
fbad(s) =
∫ +∞
0
10√
2piσ ln 10
1
s20
exp
[
−(10 log10 s0 − µ)
2
2σ2
]
exp
(
− s
s0
)
ds0. (1.35)
And the total PDF which takes into account both two channel states can be written as below
ftotal(s) = (1−A)fgood(s) +Afbad(s) (1.36)
where A is the time share of bad state channel and 1−A is the time share of good state channel.
Fontan's model
The Fontan's model consists of three states, LOS, moderate shadowing and deep shadowing [PFVCB+98,
FVCC+01]. Recently, this three-state model has been reviewed and modeled as the two states model
[FLCA07, FR08, PCPFB+10]. This two-state are termed, "Good" and "Bad" states, representing a
range of LOS-to-moderate shadowing and moderate-to-deed shadowing, respectively.
The original three-state model is described as follows.
• The signal variations within each state are modeled by a Loo's distribution. The three parame-
ters of the each state distribution are α, the direct signal attenuation in dB, ψ, the direct signal
standard deviation in dB, and MP , the average multipath power, also in dB.
The relation between these three parameters and those of Loo's model are
α(dB relative to LOS) = 20 log10 (e
µ)
ψ(dB) = 20 log10
(
e
√
d0
)
MP (dB relative to LOS) = 20 log10 (2b0) .
(1.37)
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• The transitions between states are modeled by a ﬁrst-order, discret-time Markov chain charac-
terized by two matrices,W, the state probability matrix, and P, the state transition probability
matrix.
The parameters of each state distribution, the state probability matrix and the state transition
probability matrix can be found in [PFVCB+98, CFV+99].
Shadowed rician model
Recently, a new shadowed Rice model for LMS channels has been proposed [ALAK03]. In this model,
the amplitude of the LOS is characterized by the Nakagami distribution and the amplitude of the
multipath components is characterized by the Rayleigh distribution. It has been shown that this new
model provides a similar ﬁt to the experimental data as the Loo's model but with signiﬁcantly less
computational burden. The PDF of the channel fading amplitude is deﬁned as
f(r) =
(
2b0m
2b0m+ Ω
)m r
b0
exp
(
− r
2
2b0
)
1F1
(
m; 1;
Ωr2
2b0 (2b0m+ Ω)
)
, for r ≥ 0 (1.38)
where 2b0 is the average power of the scatter component, m is the Nakagami parameter which ranges
from 0 to +∞ and Ω is the average power of the LOS component. When m = 0, this PDF becomes
a Rayleigh PDF and when m =∞, it becomes a Rice PDF.
And the PDF of the channel fading power is given by
f(s) =
(
2b0m
2b0m+ Ω
)m 1
2b0
exp
(
− s
2b0
)
1F1
(
m; 1;
Ωs
2b0 (2b0m+ Ω)
)
, for s ≥ 0 (1.39)
The relation between the parameters of this model (b0,m,Ω) and Loo's model (b0, µ, d0) has been
provided in [ALAK03] by
µ =
1
2
[
ln
(
Ω
m
)
+ Ψ (m)
]
d0 =
Ψ′ (m)
4
.
(1.40)
where Ψ(.) and Ψ′(.) are the psi function and its ﬁrst derivative respectively [MOS66]. Some param-
eters of the shadowed rician model which corresponding to the Loo's model parameters are given in
Table. 1.1 and 1.2.
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Table 1.1: Loo's parameters [Loo85, Loo90] and corresponding parameters of shadowed rician model
[ALAK03].
Loo's model Shadowed Rice model
µ
√
d0 b0 m Ω
Infrequent Light Shadowing (ILS) 0.115 0.115 0.158 19.4 1.29
Frequent Heavy Shadowing (FHS) -3.914 0.806 0.063 0.739 8.97× 10−4
Overall Results (OR) -0.690 0.230 0.251 5.21 0.278
Average Shadowing (AS) -0.115 0.161 0.126 10.1 0.835
Table 1.2: Loo's parameters [BS92, KKM97] and corresponding parameters of shadowed rician model
[ALAK03].
Loo's model Shadowed Rice model
Data set no. µ
√
d0 b0 m Ω
1 -0.341 0.099 0.005 26 0.515
Data sets of Barts 2 -0.528 0.187 0.0129 7.64 0.372
and Stutzman [BS92] 3 -0.935 0.128 3.97× 10−3 15.8 0.159
4 -1.092 0.15 0.0126 11.6 0.118
Data set of
5 -1.15 0.345 0.0158 2.56 0.123
Karasawa et al. [KKM97]
1.3 Special functions
1.3.1 Gamma function
The Gamma function is deﬁned in [GR07] for all complex numbers except the non-positive integers.
Γ(z) =
∫ +∞
0
tz−1e−tdt (1.41)
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where z ∈ C and Re(z) > 0. If n is a positive integer,
Γ(n) = (n− 1)!. (1.42)
1.3.2 Beta function
This function is deﬁned in [GR07] by
B(x, y) =
∫ 1
0
tx−1(1− t)y−1dt (1.43)
where (x, y) ∈ C and Re(x) > 0,Re(y) > 0. Another representation of Beta function is represented
by
B(x, y) =
Γ(x)Γ(y)
Γ(x+ y)
= B(y, x). (1.44)
1.3.3 General hypergeometric function
The general hypergeometric function is deﬁned in [GR07] as below
pFq(a1, ..., ap; b1, ..., bq; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(a1)n ... (ap)n
(b1)n ... (bq)n n!
zn (1.45)
where (x)n = Γ(x+ n)/Γ(x) is a Pochhammer symbol. This series is convergent when |z| < 1.
When p = q = 1, pFq(.) becomes a conﬂuent hypergeometric function 1F1(.) deﬁned by
1F1(a; b; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(a)n
(b)n
zn
n!
And when p = 2 and q = 1, pFq(.) becomes a gauss hypergeometric function 2F1(.) deﬁned by
2F1(a, b; c; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(a)n (b)n
(c)n n!
zn (1.46)
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1.3.4 Lauricella function
The Lauricella function [Ext76] is deﬁned as
F
(n)
D (a, b1, . . . , bn; c;x1, . . . , xn) ,
+∞∑
i1,...,in=0
(a)i1+...+in
(c)i1+...+in
n∏
j=1
(bj)ij
x
ij
j
ij !
, max{|xi|}ni=1 < 1
=
1
B(a, c− a)
∫ 1
0
ta−1(1− t)c−a−1
n∏
i=1
(1− xit)−bidt,
Re(c) > Re(a) > 0,
(1.47)
where (a)i , Γ(a+ i)/Γ(a) is the Pochammer symbol for i ≥ 0, B(a, b) , Γ(a)Γ(b)/Γ(a+ b) denotes
the Beta function, and Re(.) denotes the real part. When the number of variables n is equal to one,
F
(1)
D reduces to a gaussian hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b1; c;x1) and when n is equal to two, F
(2)
D
reduces to an Appell hypergeometric function F1(a, b1, b2; c;x1, x2) deﬁned by
F1(a, b1, b2; c;x1, x2) =
1
B(a, c− a)
∫ 1
0
ta−1(1− t)c−a−1(1− x1t)−b1(1− x2t)−b2dt,
Re(c) > Re(a) > 0.
(1.48)
Some properties of Lauricella function
F
(N+1)
D (a, b, e1, . . . , eN ; c;x, y, . . . , y) = F1(a, b,
N∑
i=1
ei; c;x, y) (1.49)
F
(5)
D (a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5; c;x, y, z, 0, 0) = F
(3)
D (a, b1, b2, b3; c;x, y, z) (1.50)
F
(5)
D (a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5; c;x, 0, y, z, 0) = F
(3)
D (a, b1, b3, b4; c;x, y, z) (1.51)
F
(5)
D (a, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5; c;x, y, z, y, z) = F
(3)
D (a, b1, b2 + b4, b3 + b5; c;x, y, z) (1.52)
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1.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the architecture of an HSTCS has been presented. The cooperative transmission
schemes have been discussed. The SDF scheme outperforms both the AF and FDF schemes in terms
of outage probability and SEP. This SDF scheme is selected for evaluating the HSTCS performance
in the next chapters of this dissertation. Furthermore, the terrestrial channel and the LMS channel
models have been presented. The shadowed Rice model will be used for the outage probability
and the SEP computation in this dissertation since it represents the generalization channel model
which provides a similar ﬁt to the experimental data as the Loo's model and with signiﬁcantly less
computational burden.
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In this chapter, we study the performance in terms of the outage probability and the SEP of
an HSTCS. An SDF scheme is implemented between a source node (the satellite) and a destination
node (a terrestrial station). In the ﬁrst phase, the satellite broadcasts its signal to all relay nodes
and the destination node. In the second phase, only relay nodes which can successfully decode the
satellite message are allowed to retransmit the satellite signal. Then, the destination node exploits
the diversity gain using the MRC technique.
Furthermore, the exact closed-form expressions of the outage probability and the average SEP of
the arbitrary MPSK and MQAM signaling over independent but not necessarily identically distributed
fading channels are derived by using the Moment Generating Function (MGF) analysis approach. The
outage expressions are represented in terms of a sum of general hypergeometric functions pFq(.) and
the SEP expressions are represented in terms of a ﬁnite sum of Lauricella hypergeometric functions
F
(n)
D
(.), which can be numerically computed using their integral or converging series representation.
The analytical expressions shows excellent agreement with the simulation results.
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2.1 System and channel models
Consider an HSTCS where a satellite (s) transmits information to a destination node (d), with the
assistance of L mobile relay nodes r1, r2, ..., rL as shown in Fig. 2.1. The transmission is divided
into two phases. In the ﬁrst phase (broadcasting phase), the satellite broadcasts its signal to the set
of L relay nodes and the destination node. The baseband received signal at the destination and the
relay ri can be modeled, respectively, as
ysd =
√
Eshsdx+ nsd
ysri =
√
Eshsrix+ nsri
(2.1)
where Es is the average transmitted energy per symbol of the satellite, hsd is the channel coeﬃcient
between the satellite and the destination, hsri is the channel coeﬃcient between the satellite and the
relay ri, x is the transmitted symbol with unit power, nsd and nsri are the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) of the satellite-destination link and at the satellite-relay ri link respectively.
We deﬁne the decoding set C (with cardinality |C|) as the set of relays that can decode the satellite
message correctly. The relay node is said to belong to the decoding set provided that the received SNR
on a channel between the source and the relay node is high enough to allow for successful decoding.
We have |C| ≤ L. In the second phase (relaying phase), only the relay nodes which belong to the set
C are allowed to forward the re-modulated signals to the destination node using orthogonal channels3.
In the following analysis, we assume that both satellite and terrestrial links use the same modulation
scheme. The baseband received signal at the destination from the relay ri can be modeled as
yrid =

√
Erihridx̂+ nrid, when ri ∈ C
0, otherwise
(2.2)
where Eri is the average transmitted energy per symbol of the relay ri, hrid is the channel coeﬃcient
between the relay ri and the destination, x̂ is the decoded symbol at the relay ri with unit power and
nrid is the AWGN of the relay ri-destination link. In SDF schemes, the decoded symbol x̂ is assumed
3These orthogonal channels can be allocated to the relays using Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) or Space Time Coding (STC).
Satellite 
 
Relay r1
 Destination d
Relay r2 Relay rL
Phase 1: satellite to relays
               and destination
Phase 2: relays to 
              destination
sdh1
srh
2sr
h
Lsr
h
drh 1
drh 2
drL
h
L
x̂ = x
N0
•
f|hsx|2(y) |hsx|2
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is given in [ALAK03] as
f|hsx|2(y) =
1
2bsx
(
2bsxmsx
2bsxmsx + Ωsx
)msx
exp
(
− y
2bsx
)
× 1F1
(
msx; 1;
Ωsxy
2bsx (2bsxmsx + Ωsx)
)
, for y > 0
(2.3)
where the second subscript x ≡ d and x ≡ ri when we deal with the satellite to the destination
and the satellite to the relay ri channels respectively. The parameter Ωsx is the average power
of the LOS component, 2bsx is the average power of the multipath component, and msx is the
Nakagami parameter ranging from 0 to∞. Whenmsx = 0, the PDF of |hsx| becomes a Rayleigh
PDF and when msx = ∞, it becomes a Rice PDF. The function 1F1(a; b; z) is the conﬂuent
hypergeometric function deﬁned in [GR07] by
1F1(a; b; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(a)n
(b)n
zn
n!
where (x)n = x(x+ 1)...(x+ n− 1).
• The ith relay-destination link is modeled as a Nakagami-m fading channel. The PDF, f|hrid|2(y),
of the power channel gain, |hrid|2, is deﬁned in [SA05] as
f|hrid|2(y) =
(mrid)
mrid
Γ(mrid)(Ωrid)
mrid
ymrid−1 exp
(
−mrid
Ωrid
y
)
,
for y > 0 and mrid ≥ 1/2
(2.4)
where Γ(.) is the Gamma function, Ωrid is the average power of the multipath component and
mrid is the average power of the LOS component.
2.2 SEP analysis
In this section, we derive the exact closed-form SEP expressions of the HSTCS. First, we evaluate
the SEP of the direct link.
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2.2.1 Average SEP of the direct link
The instantaneous received SNR of the direct link at the receiver is given by
γsd = |hsd|2 × γsd (2.5)
where γsd = Es/N0, is the average transmit SNR per symbol of the satellite-destination link.
So, the PDF of γsd can be written as
fγsd(y) =
1
γsd
× f|hsd|2
(
y
γsd
)
=
1
2bsdγsd
(
2bsdmsd
2bsdmsd + Ωsd
)msd
exp
(
− y
2bsdγsd
)
× 1F1
(
msd; 1;
Ωsdy
2bsdγsd(2bsdmsd + Ωsd)
)
, for y > 0.
(2.6)
Hence, the MGF of γsd can be evaluated as follows
φγsd(s) = E
[
e−sy
]
=
∫ ∞
0
e−syfγsd(y)dy (2.7)
where E [ . ] is the mathematical expectation operation. By using the table of integrals in [GR07],
φγsd(s) can be expressed as below
φγsd(s) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd (1 + 2bsdγsds)
msd−1
[(2bsdmsd + Ωsd) (1 + 2bsdγsds)− Ωsd]msd
. (2.8)
Using the MGF-based analysis method [SA05], we will, in the following parts, derive the closed-
form error rates for several modulation schemes in uncorrelated fading channels.
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M-ary phase-shift keying (MPSK)
The average SEP of the direct link for coherent MPSK signals is given by [AT01]
Psd,MPSK (E) =
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
0
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ
=
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd1,MPSK
+
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
pi
2
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd2,MPSK
(2.9)
where
gMPSK = sin
2 (pi/M) . (2.10)
The ﬁrst integral
Isd1,MPSK =
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ (2.11)
can be calculated by replacing (2.8) into (2.9) and changing the variable t = cos2(θ) and using the
equation 1.48 below
F1(a, b1, b2; c;x1, x2) =
1
B(a, c− a)
∫ 1
0
ta−1(1− t)c−a−1(1− x1t)−b1(1− x2t)−b2dt,
Re(c) > Re(a) > 0,
where B(a, b) , Γ(a)Γ(b)/Γ(a+ b) denotes the Beta function, and Re(.) denotes the real part.
Hence, Isd1,MPSK can be obtained as
Isd1,MPSK =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
(2.12)
where
G1,MPSK = 1 + 2bsdγsdgMPSK ,
G2,MPSK = 2bsdmsd + 2bsdγsdgMPSK(2bsdmsd + Ωsd).
(2.13)
The second integral Isd2,MPSK can be rewritten as
Isd2,MPSK =
1
pi
∫ pi
2
pi
M
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ. (2.14)
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Making the variable change t = cos2 (θ) / cos2 (pi/M), we have the closed-form for Isd2,MPSK as shown
below
Isd2,MPSK =
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
(2.15)
where ω = 1− gMPSK and F (3)D is the Lauricella function [Ext76] deﬁned in equation 1.47 as.
F
(n)
D (a, b1, . . . , bn; c;x1, . . . , xn) ,
+∞∑
i1,...,in=0
(a)i1+...+in
(c)i1+...+in
n∏
j=1
(bj)ij
x
ij
j
ij !
, max{|xi|}ni=1 < 1
=
1
B(a, c− a) ×
∫ 1
0
ta−1(1− t)c−a−1
n∏
i=1
(1− xit)−bidt,
Re(c) > Re(a) > 0,
where (a)i , Γ(a+ i)/Γ(a) is the Pochammer symbol for i ≥ 0, B(a, b) , Γ(a)Γ(b)/Γ(a+ b) denotes
the Beta function, and Re(.) denotes the real part.
So, the average SEP of the direct link, Psd,MPSK (E) is ﬁnally given as follows
Psd,MPSK(E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
.
(2.16)
M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM)
The average SEP of the direct link for coherent MQAM signals is given by [AT01]
Psd,MQAM (E) =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd1,MQAM
− 4q
2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd2,MQAM
(2.17)
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where gMQAM = 3/2(M − 1) and q =
(
1− 1/√M
)
. Using the same computation as in (2.11), the
ﬁrst integral
Isd1,MQAM =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ (2.18)
can be obtained as
Isd1,MQAM =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
(2.19)
where
G1,MQAM = 1 + 2bsdγsdgMQAM ,
G2,MQAM = 2bsdmsd + 2bsdγsdgMQAM (2bsdmsd + Ωsd) .
(2.20)
Making the change of variable t = 1− tan2 θ in the second integral
Isd2,MQAM =
4q2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ (2.21)
we can ﬁnd the closed-form as shown below
Isd2,MQAM =
2q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
(2.22)
where
L1,MQAM = 1 + 4bsdγsdgMQAM ,
L2,MQAM = 2bsdmsd + 4bsdγsdgMQAM (2bsdmsd + Ωsd).
(2.23)
So, the average SEP of the direct link, Psd,MQAM (E), is ﬁnally given by
Psd,MQAM (E) =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
− 2q
2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
.
(2.24)
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2.2.2 Average SEP of the HSTCS
In this subsection, we evaluate the closed-form SEP of the HSTCS. The MGF of the total instan-
taneous received SNR at the MRC output is ﬁrst derived. Then, we use this MGF to evaluate the
average SEP.
The instantaneous received SNR
The instantaneous received SNR at the output of the MRC is given as
γSDFMRC = γsd +
∑
i∈C
γrid. (2.25)
Actually, it will be diﬃcult to ﬁnd the PDF of γSDFMRC given in (2.25) because the decoding set C
is unknown. To treat this problem we invoke the technique described in [BH06], where the system
in Fig. 2.1 can be considered as a communication system consisting of L+ 1 eﬀective paths between
the satellite and the destination. Let path number 0 be the s to d direct link and path i be the
s → ri → d relayed link where i = 1, ..., L. Let χi be the instantaneous received SNR of the relayed
link i at the destination which takes into account both the s to ri and the ri to d link. Therefore, the
PDF of χi can be obtained as
fχi(y) = fχi|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Incorrectly]
+ fχi|ri Decodes Correctly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Correctly] .
(2.26)
So, equation (2.25) can be rewritten as
γSDFMRC = γsd +
L∑
i=1
χi = γsd + γDF (2.27)
where
γDF =
L∑
i=1
χi. (2.28)
The probability that the relay ri decodes incorrectly is the average SEP, Psri , of the satellite-
relay ri link. And the probability that the relay ri decodes correctly is (1 − Psri). This Psri can be
calculated by using the same approach as in (2.9) for the MPSK modulation scheme and as in (2.17)
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for the MQAM modulation scheme. The expressions of Psri are given by equations (2.29) and (2.30)
for MPSK and MQAM modulation schemes respectively.
Psri,MPSK(E) =
(2bsrimsri)
msri U
msri−1
1,MPSK
4U
msri
2,MPSK
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msri ,msri ; 2;
1
U1,MPSK
,
2bsrimsri
U2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsrimsri)
msri U
msri−1
1,MPSK
piU
msri
2,MPSK
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msri ,msri ;
3
2
;ω,
ω
U1,MPSK
,
2bsrimsriω
U2,MPSK
)
(2.29)
Psri,MQAM (E) =
q (2bsrimsri)
msri U
msri−1
1,MQAM
U
msri
2,MQAM
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msri ,msri ; 2;
1
U1,MQAM
,
2bsrimsri
U2,MQAM
)
− 2q
2 (2bsrimsri)
msri V
msri−1
1,MQAM
3piV
msri
2,MQAM
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msri ,msri ;
5
2
;
1
2
,
U1,MQAM
V1,MQAM
,
U2,MQAM
V2,MQAM
)
(2.30)
where
U1,MPSK = 1 + 2bsriγsrigMPSK , U2,MPSK = 2bsrimsri + 2bsriγsrigMPSK(2bsrimsri + Ωsri),
U1,MQAM = 1 + 2bsriγsrigMQAM , U2,MQAM = 2bsrimsri + 2bsriγsrigMQAM (2bsrimsri + Ωsri),
V1,MQAM = 1 + 4bsriγsrigMQAM , V2,MQAM = 2bsrimsri + 4bsriγsrigMQAM (2bsrimsri + Ωsri).
The conditional PDF of fχi|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) is given by
fχi|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) = δ(y) (2.31)
where δ(y) is the Dirac Delta function. And the conditional PDF of fχi|ri Decodes Correctly(y) is given
by
fχi|ri Decodes Correctly(y) =
1
γrid
× f|h2
rid|
(
y
γrid
)
=
(mrid)
mrid
Γ(mrid)(Ωridγrid)
mrid
× ymrid−1 exp
(
− mrid
Ωridγrid
y
) (2.32)
where γrid = Eri/N0 is the average transmit SNR per symbol of the relay ri.
Therefore, the equation (2.63) can be written as
fχi(y) = Psriδ(y) + (1− Psri)
(mrid)
mrid
Γ(mrid)(Ωridγrid)
mrid
× ymrid−1 exp
(
− mrid
Ωridγrid
y
)
. (2.33)
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MGF of the total received SNR
The MGF of γSDFMRC can be obtained as
φγSDFMRC
(s) = φγsd(s)
L∏
i=1
φχi(s) (2.34)
where φχi(s) is the MGF of χi and given by
φχi(s) =
∫ ∞
0
e−syfχi(y)dy = Psri + (1− Psri)
(
mrid
mrid + sγridΩrid
)mrid
. (2.35)
By using the following property,
L∏
k=1
(1 +Ak) = 1 +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
Aλn , (2.36)
the MGF of γSDFMRC is ﬁnally given by
φγSDFMRC
(s) = φγsd(s)
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ φγsd(s)
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
1 + s
γrλndΩrλnd
mrλnd
)−mrλnd
.
(2.37)
M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK)
The average SEP of the HSTCS for coherent MPSK signals is given by [AT01]
PSDFs,MPSK(E) =
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
0
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ (2.38)
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where gMPSK = sin2(pi/M). By using the same computation as (2.9), we can get PSDFs,MPSK(E) as
shown below
PSDFs,MPSK(E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
+
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd Γ (12)Γ(32 +∑kn=1mrλnd)
Γ
(
2 +
∑k
n=1mrλnd
) F (k+2)D (12 , 1−msd,
msd,mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd; 2 +
k∑
n=1
mrλnd;
1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
mrλ1d
Hλ1,MPSK
, . . . ,
mrλkd
Hλk,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd
F
(k+3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
−
k∑
n=1
mrλnd, 1−msd,msd,
mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd;
3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
mrλ1dω
Hλ1,MPSK
, . . . ,
mrλkdω
Hλk,MPSK
)
(2.39)
where
Hλn,MPSK = mrλnd + gMPSKΩrλndγrλnd.
(2.40)
In the case of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) fading channels, all relays are expe-
riencing the same fading environment, i.e., msri = msr, bsri = bsr, Ωsri = Ωsr and brid = brd for all
i ∈ L. Moreover, we assume that γrid = γrd = γ for all i ∈ L. So, Hi,MPSK = HMPSK for all i ∈ L.
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By using the properties of the Lauricella function as shown below
F
(2L+N)
D (a, b1, . . . , bN , d, e, . . . , d, e; c;x1, . . . , xN , y, z, . . . , y, z)
= FN+2D (a, b1, . . . , bN , Ld, Le; c;x1, . . . , xN , y, z),
for |y| < 1 and |z| < 1,
(2.41)
the average SEP, PSDFs,MPSK(E) can be simpliﬁed as in equation (2.42).
PSDFs,MPSK(E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(Psr)
L
L∑
k=0
(
L
k
)(
1− Psr
Psr
)k ( mrd
HMPSK
)kmrd Γ (12)Γ (32 + kmrd)
Γ (2 + kmrd)
× F (3)D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, kmrd; 2 + kmrd; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
mrd
HMPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(Psr)
L
L∑
k=0
(
L
k
)(
1− Psr
Psr
)k ( mrd
HMPSK
)kmrd
× F (4)D
(
1
2
,−1
2
− kmrd, 1−msd,msd, kmrd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
mrdω
HMPSK
)
.
(2.42)
In the special case where the Nakagami-m parameter mrid = 1, all relay-destination
links are Rayleigh fading channels. Equation (2.39) becomes as follows
PSDFs,MPSK(E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
L∏
i=1
(
Hi,MPSK
Ki,MPSK
)
F
(2L+2)
D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−1, 1, . . . ,
− 1, 1; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
1
H1,MPSK
,
1
K1,MPSK
, . . . ,
1
HL,MPSK
,
1
KL,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
L∏
i=1
(
Hi,MPSK
Ki,MPSK
)
F
(2L+3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−1, 1, . . . ,
− 1, 1; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
ω
H1,MPSK
,
ω
K1,MPSK
, . . . ,
ω
HL,MPSK
,
ω
KL,MPSK
)
(2.43)
where
Hi,MPSK = 1 + Psri,MPSKΩridγridgMPSK ,
Ki,MPSK = 1 + ΩridγridgMPSK .
(2.44)
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And equation (2.42) changes to the expression below
PSDFs,MPSK(E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
HMPSK
KMPSK
)L
× F (4)D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
1
HMPSK
,
1
KMPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
HMPSK
KMPSK
)L
× F (5)D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
ω
HMPSK
,
ω
KMPSK
)
(2.45)
which indicates that a full diversity order of L+1 is obtained when the number of participating relays
is L (see appendix C).
M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM)
The average SEP of the HSTCS for coherent MQAM signals is given by [AT01]
PSDFs,MQAM (E) =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγSDFMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ − 4q
2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγSDFMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ (2.46)
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where gMQAM = 3/2(M − 1) and q =
(
1− 1/√M
)
. PSDFs,MQAM can be calculated by using the same
approach as in (2.17). Hence, PSDFs,MQAM is given by
PSDFs,MQAM (E) =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
− 2q
2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
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L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
+
2q (2bsdmsd)
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piGmsd2,MQAM
(
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i=1
Psri
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. . .
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k∏
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(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MQAM
)mrλnd Γ (12)Γ(32 +∑kn=1mrλnd)
Γ
(
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∑k
n=1mrλnd
) F (k+2)D (12 , 1−msd,msd,
mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd; 2 +
k∑
n=1
mrλnd;
1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
mrλ1d
Hλ1,MQAM
, . . . ,
mrλkd
Hλk,MQAM
)
− q
2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
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λk=λk−1+1
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n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
QλnMQAM
)mrλnd 1(
3
2 +
∑k
n=1mrλnd
)F (k+3)D (1, 1, 1−msd,msd,
mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd;
5
2
+
k∑
n=1
mrλnd;
1
2
,
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L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
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Hλ1,MQAM
Qλ1,MQAM
, . . . ,
Hλk,MQAM
Qλk,MQAM
)
(2.47)
where
Hi,MQAM = mrid + gMQAMΩridγrid,
Qi,MQAM = mrid + 2gMQAMΩridγrid.
(2.48)
In the case of i.i.d fading channels, all relays are experiencing the same fading environment, i.e.,
msri = msr, bsri = bsr, Ωsri = Ωsr and brid = brd for all i ∈ L. And we assume that γrid = γrd = γ for
all i ∈ L. So, Hi,MQAM = HMQAM and Qi,MQAM = QMQAM for all i ∈ L. By using the properties
of the Lauricella function as shown in (2.41), the average SEP, PSDFs,MQAM (E) can be simpliﬁed as in
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equation (2.49).
PSDFs,MQAM (E) =
2q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
piGmsd2,MQAM
(Psr)
L
L∑
k=0
(
L
k
)(
1− Psr
Psr
)k Γ (12)Γ (32 + kmrd)
Γ (2 + kmrd)
×
(
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,
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piLmsd2,MQAM
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L∑
k=0
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k
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Psr
)k ( mrd
QMQAM
)kmrd ( 1
3
2 + kmrd
)
× F (4)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd, kmrd; 5
2
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1
2
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G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
,
HMQAM
QMQAM
)
.
(2.49)
In the special case where the Nakagami-m parameter mrid = 1, all relay-destination
links are Rayleigh fading channels. Equation (2.47) becomes as follows
PSDFs,MQAM (E) =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
L∏
i=1
(
Hi,MQAM
Ki,MQAM
)
F
(2L+2)
D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−1, 1, . . . ,
− 1, 1; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
1
H1,MQAM
,
1
K1,MQAM
, . . . ,
1
HL,MQAM
,
1
KL,MQAM
)
− 2q
2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
L∏
i=1
(
Wi,MQAM
Zi,MQAM
)
F
(2L+3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd,−1, 1, . . . ,
− 1, 1; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
,
H1,MQAM
W1,MQAM
,
K1,MQAM
Z1,MQAM
, . . . ,
HL,MQAM
WL,MQAM
,
KL,MQAM
ZL,MQAM
)
(2.50)
where
Hi,MQAM = 1 + Psri,MQAMΩridγridgMQAM , Ki,MQAM = 1 + ΩridγridgMQAM ,
Wi,MQAM = 1 + 2Psri,MQAMΩridγridgMQAM , Zi,MQAM = 1 + 2ΩridγridgMQAM .
(2.51)
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And equation (2.49) changes to the expression below
PSDFs,MQAM (E) =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
(
HMQAM
KMQAM
)L
× F (4)D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
1
HMQAM
,
1
KMQAM
)
− 2q
2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
(
WMQAM
ZMQAM
)L
× F (5)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
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)
(2.52)
which again indicates that a full diversity order of L+1 is obtained when the number of participating
relays is L (see appendix D).
2.3 Outage analysis
In this section, we analyze the outage probability of an HSTCS. First, we evaluate the outage prob-
ability of the direct link and then we evaluate the outage probability of the HSTCS. For the sake
of simplicity, we derive the outage probability of the system when the terrestrial links are Rayleigh
fading (mrid = 1).
2.3.1 Outage probability of the direct link
The instantaneous mutual information Isd of the direct link is given by
Isd =
1
L+ 1
log2 (1 + γsd) =
1
L+ 1
log2
(
1 +
Es
N0
|hsd|2
)
. (2.53)
The fraction 1/(L + 1) comes from the fact that there are L + 1 channels allocated to the L relay
links and to one direct link.
So, the outage probability P outsd of the direct link is deﬁned as
P outsd = Pr [Isd < R] = Pr
[
γsd < 2
(L+1)R − 1
]
= Pr [γsd < γth] = Fγsd(γth)
(2.54)
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where R denotes the target spectral eﬃciency (in bits/s/Hz), γth = 2(L+1)R − 1 and Fγsd(y) denotes
the CDF of γsd. We have that
Fγsd(y) =
∫ y
0
fγsd(τ)dτ. (2.55)
By using the Maclaurin series expansions of exp(−x),
exp(−x) =
+∞∑
j=0
(−1)j x
j
j!
(2.56)
and the table of integrals in [GR07], the CDF of γsd is obtained as below
Fγsd(y) = Asdy1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdy) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j Asdy
(j+1)
(j + 1)!(2bsdγsd)
j 2
F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdy)
(2.57)
where
Asd =
1
2bsdγsd
(
2bsdmsd
2bsdmsd + Ωsd
)msd
,
Bsd =
Ωsd
2bsdγsd(2bsdmsd + Ωsd)
,
and
pFq(a1, ..., ap; b1, ..., bq; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(a1)n ... (ap)n
(b1)n ... (bq)n n!
zn (2.58)
is the general hypergeometric function deﬁned in [GR07] and (x)n = x(x − 1)(x − 2) · · · (x − n + 1)
is a Pochhammer symbol.
Hence, the outage probability of the direct link is given as follows
P outsd = Asdγth1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdγth) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j Asd(γth)
(j+1)
(j + 1)!(2bsdγsd)
j 2
F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdγth) .
(2.59)
2.3.2 Outage probability of the HSTCS
To derive the outage probability of the system we need to know the PDF or the CDF of the instan-
taneous received SNR at the output of the MRC.
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The instantaneous mutual information ISDF of the HSTCS is given as
ISDF =
1
L+ 1
log2
(
1 + γ˜SDFMRC
)
(2.60)
where γ˜SDFMRC is the instantaneous received SNR at the output of the MRC and is given as
γ˜SDFMRC = γsd +
∑
i∈C
γrid. (2.61)
So, the outage probability P outSDF of the the HSTCS is deﬁned as
P outSDF = Pr [ISDF < R] = Pr
[
γ˜SDFMRC < 2
(L+1)R − 1
]
= Pr
[
γ˜SDFMRC < γth
]
= Fγ˜SDFMRC
(γth)
(2.62)
Actually, it will be diﬃcult to ﬁnd the PDF of γ˜SDFMRC given in (2.61) because the decoding set C
is unknown. To treat this problem we invoke the technique described in [BH06], where the system
in Fig. 2.1 can be considered as a communication system consisting of L+ 1 eﬀective paths between
the satellite and the destination. Let path number 0 be the s to d direct link and path i be the
s → ri → d relayed link where i = 1, ..., L. Let χ˜i be the instantaneous received SNR of the relayed
link i at the destination which takes into account both the s to ri and the ri to d link. Therefore, the
PDF of χ˜i can be obtained as
fχ˜i(y) = fχ˜i|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Incorrectly]
+ fχ˜i|ri Decodes Correctly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Correctly] .
(2.63)
So, equation (2.61) can be rewritten as
γ˜SDFMRC = γsd +
L∑
i=1
χ˜i = γsd + γ˜DF (2.64)
where
γ˜DF =
L∑
i=1
χ˜i. (2.65)
The probability that the relay ri decodes incorrectly is the outage probability, P outsri , of the satellite-
relay ri link and the probability that the relay ri decodes correctly is (1 − P outsri ). This P outsri can be
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calculated by using the same approach as in (2.54) and is given as below
P outsri = Asriγth1F1 (msri ; 2;Bsriγth) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j Asri(γth)
(j+1)
(j + 1)!(2bsriγsri)
j 2
F2 (j + 1,msri ; j + 2, 1;Bsriγth)
(2.66)
where
Asri =
1
2bsriγsri
(
2bsrimsri
2bsrimsri + Ωsri
)msri
,
Bsri =
Ωsri
2bsriγsri(2bsrimsri + Ωsri)
.
(2.67)
The conditional PDF of fχ˜i|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) is given by
fχ˜i|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) = δ(y), y ≥ 0 (2.68)
where δ(y) is the Dirac Delta function. And the conditional PDF of fχ˜i|ri Decodes Correctly(y) is given
by
fχ˜i|ri Decodes Correctly(y) = fγrid(y) = βi exp(−βiy) =
1
2bridγrid
exp(− y
2bridγrid
), y ≥ 0 (2.69)
where βi = 12bridγrid
and γrid = Eri/N0 is the average transmit SNR per symbol of the relay ri.
Therefore, equation (2.63) can be written as, for y ≥ 0,
fχ˜i(y) = P
out
sri δ(y) + (1− P outsri )βi exp(−βiy) (2.70)
Hence, the PDF of γ˜DF is given by
fγ˜DF (y) = fχ˜1(y) ∗ fχ˜2(y) ∗ . . . ∗ fχ˜L(y) (2.71)
where the symbol ∗ denotes the convolution product. After some mathematical computations, the
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PDF of γ˜DF can be written as below
fγ˜DF (y) =
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
δ(y) +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
P outsrλn
)(
fγrλ1d
(y) ∗ . . . ∗ fγrλkd(y)
)]
=
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
δ(y) +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
P outsrλn
)
fRD(y)
]
.
(2.72)
where
fRD(y) = fγrλ1d
(y) ∗ . . . ∗ fγrλkd(y). (2.73)
In the following, we will evaluate the outage probability over independent but non identically
distributed (i.n.i.d) and i.i.d fading channels.
Independent non identically distributed fading channels
By using the convolution product formula given in [Akk08], the expression fRD(y) is given as below
fRD(y) =
k∑
n=1
βλ1 . . . βλk∏k
m=1,m6=n(βλm − βλn)
exp(−βλny). (2.74)
Hence, the PDF of γ˜DF is given as follows
fγ˜DF (y) =
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
δ(y) +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
P outsrλn
)
k∑
n=1
βλ1 . . . βλk∏k
m=1,m6=n(βλm − βλn)
exp(−βλny)
]
.
(2.75)
The CDF of γ˜DF can be computed easily and given as follows
Fγ˜DF (y) =
∫ y
0
fγ˜DF (τ)dτ
=
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
1 +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
P outsrλn
)
k∑
n=1
βλ1 . . . βλk
βλn
∏k
m=1,m6=n (βλm − βλn)
(1− exp (−βλny))
]
.
(2.76)
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It is well known that the PDF of the sum of two independent random variables is the convolution
product of these two variables. Therefore, the PDF of γ˜SDFMRC is given as
fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ +∞
−∞
fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ. (2.77)
After some mathematical calculations, the CDF of γ˜SDFMRC can be expressed as
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ y
0
Fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ. (2.78)
By using the Maclaurin series expansions of exp(−x) and the table of integrals in [GR07], the CDF
of γ˜SDFMRC , Fγ˜SDFMRC (y), can be obtained as below
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
Fγsd(y) +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
P outsrλn
)
×
k∑
n=1
βλ1 . . . βλk
βλn
∏k
m=1,m6=n(βλm − βλn)
(
Fγsd(y)−Asd exp(−βλny)
[
y1F1(msd; 2;Bsdy)
+
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
− 1
2brλndγrλnd
)j
yj+1
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdy)
])]
.
(2.79)
Hence, the outage probability of HSTCS over i.n.i.d fading channels is ﬁnally given by
P outSDF =
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
P outsd +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
P outsrλn
)
×
k∑
n=1
βλ1 . . . βλk
βλn
∏k
m=1,m6=n(βλm − βλn)
(
P outsd −Asd exp(−βλnγth)
[
γth1F1(msd; 2;Bsdγth)
+
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
− 1
2brλndγrλnd
)j
γj+1th
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdγth)
])]
.
(2.80)
Independent identically distributed fading channels
In the case of i.i.d fading channels, i.e. βi = β = 12brdγrd for all i ∈ L. And we assume that
γrid = γrd = γ for all i ∈ L. By using the convolution product formula given in [Akk08], the
expression fRD(y) is given as below
fRD(y) =
βkyk−1
(k − 1)! exp(−βy). (2.81)
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Hence, the PDF of γ˜DF can be expressed as follows
fγ˜DF (y) = (P
out
sr )
L
[
δ(y) +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
1− P outsr
P outsr
)k
βkyk−1
(k − 1)! exp(−βy)
]
. (2.82)
And the CDF of γ˜DF can be evaluated by using the table of integrals in [GR07],
Fγ˜DF (y) =
∫ y
0
fγ˜DF (τ)dτ = (P
out
sr )
L
[
1 +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
1− P outsr
P outsr
)k(
1− exp (−βy)
k−1∑
m=0
βmym
m!
)]
.
(2.83)
So, the CDF of γ˜SDFMRC can be computed by using the same approach as in 2.78 and is ﬁnally given
as follows,
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ y
0
Fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ
= (P outsr )
L
[
Fγsd(y) +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
1− P outsr
P outsr
)k(
Fγsd(y)−Asd exp(−
y
2brdγrd
)
k−1∑
m=0
(
1
2brdγrd
)m
×
[
ym+1
(m+ 1)!
1F1(msd;m+ 2;Bsdy) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
− 1
2brdγrd
)j
× y
m+j+1
(m+ j + 1)!
2F2(j + 1,msd;m+ j + 2, 1;Bsdy)
])]
.
(2.84)
Therefore, the outage probability of HSTCS over i.i.d fading channels is ﬁnally given as
P outSDF = (P
out
sr )
L
[
P outsd +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
1− P outsr
P outsr
)k(
P outsd −Asd exp(−
γth
2brdγrd
)
k−1∑
m=0
(
1
2brdγrd
)m
×
[
γm+1th
(m+ 1)!
1F1(msd;m+ 2;Bsdγth) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
− 1
2brdγrd
)j
× γ
m+j+1
th
(m+ j + 1)!
2F2(j + 1,msd;m+ j + 2, 1;Bsdγth)
])]
.
(2.85)
Although the outage probability in (2.80) and (2.85) is expressed as an inﬁnite sum of general
hypergeometric functions, it is convergent when the number of terms j in the sum of (2.80) and (2.85)
is high enough, i.e., j  1.
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Table 2.1: LMS channel parameters [ALAK03]
Data set
bsx msx Ωsx
Frequent Heavy Shadowing (FHS) 0.063 0.739 8.97× 10−4
Average Shadowing (AS) 0.126 10.1 0.835
Infrequent Light Shadowing (ILS) 0.158 19.4 1.29
2.4 Simulation results
In this section, the outage probability and the average SEP of an HSTCS are obtained through
simulation. These simulation results are compared to the analytical results presented in the previous
sections. The outage and SEP curves are plotted versus the average transmit SNR per symbol,
Es/N0, for diﬀerent number of participating relays L = 0, 1, 2, 3 (L = 0, corresponds to the direct
transmission only). The numerical values for the LMS channel are shown in Table 2.1. The target
spectral eﬃciency R is assumed to be 1/(L + 1) bits/s/Hz which corresponds to γth = 0 dB. We
assume that the average transmit SNR per symbol of the satellite-destination link is equal to the
one of the relay-destination links (Es/N0 = Eri/N0). The ﬁgures show that our analytical results
show excellent agreement with the simulation results for both i.n.i.d fading channels and i.i.d fading
channels. This conﬁrms the accuracy of our performance analysis.
2.4.1 Outage curves
Fig. 2.2 shows the outage probability of an HSTCS over i.n.i.d fading channels when the direct link
experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third satellite-relay links experience the ILS, the
FHS and the AS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the Rayleigh fading with the
average power channel gain equal to 1, 0.5 and 0.25 respectively. We can observe in the ﬁgure that
the 1-relay system provides a diversity gain of 11.5 dB at the outage rate of 10−1 over the direct link
while the 3-relay system provides a diversity gain of 14 dB over the direct link at the same outage
rate. We can also notice that the 2-relay system does not provide much diversity gain over the 1-relay
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Figure 2.2: The outage probability of an HSTCS versus the average transmit SNR, Es/N0, when the
direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third satellite-relay links experience
the ILS, the FHS and the AS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the Rayleigh fading
with the average power channel gain equal to 1, 0.25 and 0.5 respectively.
system in the low-SNR regime. This is because of the strong fading of the second relay link.
Fig. 2.3 plots the outage probability of an HSTCS over i.i.d fading channels when both direct and
satellite-relay links experience the FHS and the terrestrial links are Rayleigh fading with the same
average power channel gain equal to unity. In this case, we can achieve approximately 5.5 dB of
diversity gain at the outage probability of 10−1 when only one relay is participating. In addition, this
diversity gain does increase to approximately 8.5 dB when L = 3.
2.4.2 SEP curves
Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 show the average SEP of 8PSK and 16QAM HSTCS respectively over i.n.i.d fading
channels. The channel parameters for each curve simulation are summarized in Table 2.2 and the
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Figure 2.3: The outage probability of an HSTCS versus the average transmit SNR, Es/N0, when
both direct and satellite-relay links experience the FHS and the terrestrial links are Rayleigh fading
with the average power channel gain equal to unity.
diversity gains at the SEP of 10−1 are provided in Table 2.3. We can see from the Fig. 2.4 that the
SEP curves of the 3-relay system and 2-relay system are nearly superimposed. This eﬀect comes from
the fact that the third relay link experiences the FHS.
Furthermore, Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show the average SEP of QPSK and 16QAM HSTCS respectively
over i.i.d fading channels. The channel parameters for each curve simulation are described in Table 2.4
and the diversity gains at the SEP of 10−1 are given in Table 2.5.
In order to see the diversity properties of HSTCSs, we compare SEP curves of a system in which
the average transmit SNR per symbol of each relay, Eri/N0, is equal to Es/N0 (Eri/N0 = Es/N0)
with a system in which the total average transmit SNR per symbol of all relays is equal to Es/N0(∑L
i=1Eri/N0 = Es/N0
)
, as shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 for the case of QPSK and 16QAM respectively.
We can observe from Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 that the diversity order is always L+ 1 for these two diﬀerent
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Table 2.2: Parameters of SEP simulation curves over i.n.i.d fading channels
Modulation scheme s− ri links ri − d links
s− r1: ILS r1 − d: mr1d = 3.5
Fig. 2.4 8PSK s− r2: AS r2 − d: mr2d = 5.6
s− r3: FHS r3 − d: mr3d = 1.2
s− r1: AS r1 − d: mr1d = 1
Fig. 2.5 16QAM s− r2: FHS r2 − d: mr2d = 0.5
s− r3: ILS r3 − d: mr3d = 2.8
Table 2.3: Diversity gain of the HSTCS at the SEP of 10−1 over i.n.i.d fading channels
1-relay system 2-relay system 3-relay system
Fig. 2.4 12.5 dB 15 dB 15.5 dB
Fig. 2.5 10 dB 11 dB 15 dB
Table 2.4: Parameters of SEP simulation curves over i.i.d fading channels
Modulation scheme s− r links r − d links
Fig. 2.6 QPSK s− r: FHS r − d: mr2d = 1
Fig. 2.7 16QAM s− r: AS r − d: mr2d = 1
Table 2.5: Diversity gain of the HSTCS at the SEP of 10−1 over i.i.d fading channels
One-relay system Two-relay system Three-relay system
Fig. 2.6 7 dB 10 dB 12 dB
Fig. 2.7 10 dB 13 dB 15 dB
transmit SNR per symbol scenarios.
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Figure 2.4: The average SEP of a 8PSK HSTCS versus the average transmit SNR, Es/N0, when the
direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third satellite-relay links experience the
ILS, the AS and the FHS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the Nakagami-m fading
with mrd equal to 3.5, 5.6 and 1.2 respectively.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we study the performance in terms of the outage probability and the SEP of an
HSTCS. The SDF transmission scheme has been implemented. In the ﬁrst phase, the satellite broad-
casts its signal to all relay nodes and the destination node. In the second phase, only relays that can
decode the satellite message correctly are allowed to forward the satellite message to the destination
node. Then the destination combines the direct and the relay links signals using the MRC technique.
The exact closed-form expressions for the outage probability and the average SEP of the general
MPSK and MQAM HSTCS over independent but not necessarily identically distributed fading chan-
nels have been derived. The results have shown that a full diversity order of L + 1 can be obtained
when the total number of relays is equal to L. Moreover, it can be seen from the outage and the
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Figure 2.5: The average SEP of 16QAM HSTCS versus the average transmit SNR, Es/N0, when the
direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third satellite-relay links experience the
AS, the FHS and the ILS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the Nakagami-m fading
with mrd equal to 1, 0.5 and 2.8 respectively.
SEP curves that our analytical expressions show excellent agreement with the simulation results. The
obtained outage and SEP expressions will provide valuable insight into the design of the HSTCS.
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Figure 2.6: The average SEP of a QPSK HSTCS versus the average transmit SNR, Es/N0, when
both direct and satellite-relay links experience the FHS and relay-destination links are Rayleigh
fading (mrd = 1) with the average channel power gain equal to unity.
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Figure 2.7: The average SEP of a 16QAM HSTCS versus the average transmit SNR, Es/N0, when the
direct link experiences the FHS and the satellite-relay links experience the AS and relay-destination
links are Rayleigh fading (mrd = 1) with the average channel power gain equal to unity.
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Figure 2.8: The analytical SEP of a QPSK HSTCS with diﬀerent transmit SNR, Eri/N0, scenarios,
when both direct and satellite-relay links experience the FHS and relay-destination links are Rayleigh
fading (mrd = 1) with the average channel power gain equal to unity.
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Figure 2.9: The analytical SEP curves of a 16QAM HSTCS with diﬀerent transmit SNR, Eri/N0,
scenarios, when the direct link experiences the FHS and the satellite-relay links experience the AS
and relay-destination links are Rayleigh fading (mrd = 1) with the average channel power gain equal
to unity.
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Chapter 3
Performance analysis of HSTCSs with
best relay selection
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In this chapter, we study the performance in terms of outage probability and average SEP of
an HSTCS with best relay selection. An SDF scheme is implemented between the satellite and a
destination node, and a selection of the best relay terminal is performed. In this proposed system,
a two time-slot scenario is considered. During the ﬁrst time slot, the satellite is broadcasting the
information to the terrestrial relays and the destination. In the second time slot, only the best relay
is allowed to forward the satellite message to the destination node. The selected relay is the one that
provides the best link quality between a relay and the destination. Then, both signals are combined
using the MRC technique. The ﬁrst part of this chapter focuses on the calculation of the exact
closed-form SEP expressions of the arbitrary MPSK and MQAM signaling over independent but not
necessarily identically distributed fading channels. These closed-form expressions are represented in
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terms of a ﬁnite sum of Lauricella hypergeometric functions F(n)
D
, which can be numerically com-
puted using their integral or converging series representation. In the second part of this chapter, the
exact closed-form outage expressions are derived. These outage expressions are represented in terms
of a sum of general hypergeometric functions pFq(.) which is available in Matlab. The analytical
expressions shows excellent agreement with the simulation results. Numerical results show that when
the direct link experiences the frequent heavy shadowing and the satellite-relay links are under the
average shadowed fading condition, the 1-relay system using QPSK can achieve the diversity gain
of approximately 10 dB at the SEP of 10−1 with respect to the direct transmission. It increases to
around 14.5 dB for the case of the 3-relay system.
3.1 System and channel models
The system model is represented in Fig. 3.1. The system consists of one satellite source denoted by
s, L terrestrial relays denoted by r1, r2, ..., rL, and a destination denoted by d. We assume that each
terminal is equipped with a single antenna and is able to implement the cooperative functionality.
The transmission is divided into two phases. In the ﬁrst phase (broadcasting phase), the satellite
broadcasts its signal to the set of L relay nodes and the destination node. The baseband received
signal at the destination and the relay ri can be modeled, respectively, as
ysd =
√
Eshsdx+ nsd
ysri =
√
Eshsrix+ nsri
(3.1)
where Es is the average transmitted energy per symbol of the satellite, hsd is the channel coeﬃcient
between the satellite and the destination, hsri is the channel coeﬃcient between the satellite and the
relay ri, x is the transmitted symbol with unit power, nsd and nsri are the AWGN of the satellite-
destination link and at the satellite-relay ri link respectively.
We deﬁne the decoding set C, with cardinality |C| ≤ L, as the set of relays that can decode the
satellite message correctly, i.e., the relay node is said to belong to the decoding set provided that the
channel between the source and the relay node is suﬃciently good to allow for successful decoding. In
the second phase, only one relay is selected from the decoding set C for forwarding the information.
Satellite 
 
Relay r1
 Destination d
Relay r2 Relay rL
Phase 1: satellite to relays
               and destination
Phase 2: best relay to 
              destination
sdh1
srh
2sr
h
Lsr
h
drh 1
drh 2
drL
h
L
rBR
yrBRd =
√
ErBRhrBRdx̂+ nrBRd
BR = argmaxri∈C{|hrid|2},
ErBR hrBRd
rBR hrid ri
x̂ ri nrBRd
rBR
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MRC technique.
We assume that the channels are frequency-ﬂat, independent, but not necessarily identically dis-
tributed, fading channels. We also assume that the CSI is perfectly known at the receiver and not
known at the transmitter. Furthermore, in our analysis, we assume that the AWGN terms of all links
have zero mean and equal variance N0. The statistics of the channel models are deﬁned as follows.
• The satellite-destination and the satellite-relays link are modeled as LMS fading channels
[ALAK03]. The probability density function (PDF), f|hsx|2(y) of the power channel gain, |hsx|2,
is given in [ALAK03] as
f|hsx|2(y) =
1
2bsx
(
2bsxmsx
2bsxmsx + Ωsx
)msx
exp
(
− y
2bsx
)
× 1F1
(
msx; 1;
Ωsxy
2bsx (2bsxmsx + Ωsx)
)
, for y > 0
(3.4)
where the second subscript x ≡ d and x ≡ ri when we deal with the satellite to the destina-
tion and the satellite to the relay ri channels respectively. The parameter Ωsx is the average
power of the LOS component, 2bsx is the average power of the multipath component, and msx
is the Nakagami parameter ranging from 0 to ∞. The function 1F1(a; b; z) is the conﬂuent
hypergeometric function deﬁned in [GR07] by
1F1(a; b; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(a)n
(b)n
zn
n!
where (x)n = x(x+ 1)...(x+ n− 1).
• The ith relay-destination link is modeled as a Rayleigh fading channel. The PDF, f|hrid|2(y) of
the power channel gain, |hrid|2, is deﬁned in [SA05] as the exponential distribution
f|hrid|2(y) =
1
2brid
× exp
(
− y
2brid
)
, for y > 0 (3.5)
where 2brid is the average power of the multipath component of the i
th relay-destination link.
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3.2 Average SEP of the HSTCS with best relay selection
3.2.1 The instantaneous received SNR
The instantaneous received SNR at the output of the MRC is given as
γSDF−BRMRC = γsd + maxi∈C
(γrid) . (3.6)
Actually, it will be diﬃcult to ﬁnd the PDF of γSDF−BRMRC given in (3.6) because the decoding set
C is unknown. To treat this problem we invoke the technique described in Subsection 2.2.2.
Let ξi be the instantaneous received SNR of the relayed link i at the destination which takes into
account both the s to ri and the ri to d link. Therefore, the PDF of ξi can be obtained as
fξi(y) = fξi|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Incorrectly]
+ fξi|ri Decodes Correctly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Correctly] .
(3.7)
So, equation (3.6) is equivalent to (3.8)
γSDF−BRMRC = γsd + maxi∈L
(ξi) = γsd + γBR (3.8)
where
γBR = max
i∈L
(ξi) . (3.9)
The probability that the relay ri decodes incorrectly is the average SEP, Psri , of the satellite-relay
ri link. And the probability that the relay ri decodes correctly is (1− Psri). The expressions of Psri
are given by equations (2.29) and (2.30) for MPSK and MQAM modulation schemes respectively.
The conditional PDF of fξi|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) is given by
fξi|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) = δ(y), y ≥ 0 (3.10)
where δ(y) is the Dirac Delta function. And the conditional PDF of fξi|ri Decodes Correctly(y) is given
by
fξi|ri Decodes Correctly(y) =
1
2bridγrid
exp(− y
2bridγrid
), y ≥ 0 (3.11)
where γrid = Eri/N0 is the average transmit SNR per symbol of the relay ri.
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Therefore, equation (3.31) can be written as
fξi(y) = Psriδ(y) + (1− Psri)
1
2bridγrid
exp(− y
2bridγrid
), y ≥ 0. (3.12)
And the CDF of ξi can be written as
Fξi(y) = 1− (1− Psri) exp(−
y
2bridγrid
), y ≥ 0. (3.13)
The CDF of γBR can be computed as follows
FγBR(y) = Pr
[
max
i∈L
(ξi) ≤ y
]
=
L∏
i=1
Pr (ξi ≤ y) =
L∏
i=1
Fξi(y). (3.14)
The PDF of γBR can be found by taking the derivative of (3.14) with respect to y and after some
mathematical computations, fγBR(y) can be written as
fγBR(y) =
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
δ(y) +
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
×
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)
exp
(
− y
2brλndγrλnd
)](
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
, y ≥ 0.
(3.15)
3.2.2 Moment generating function
The MGF of γSDF−BRMRC can be obtained as
φγSDF−BRMRC
(s) = φγsd(s)φγBR(s). (3.16)
where φγBR(s) is the MGF of γBR and is given by
φγBR(s) = E
[
e−sy
]
=
∫ ∞
0
e−syfγBR(y)dy
=
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
×
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)]( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)(
s+
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)−1
.
(3.17)
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3.2.3 M-ary phase-shift keying (MPSK)
The average SEP of the HSTCS with best relay selection for coherent MPSK signals is given by
[AT01]
PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E) =
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
0
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ (3.18)
where gMPSK = sin2(pi/M). By using the same approach as in (2.38), we can get P
SDF−BR
s,MPSK (E) as
shown below
PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
3(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
16Gmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MPSK
× F (3)D
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK

+
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MPSK
× F (4)D
1
2
,−3
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
ω
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK

(3.19)
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where
G1,MPSK = 1 + 2bsdγsdgMPSK ,
G2,MPSK = 2bsdmsd + 2bsdγsdgMPSK(2bsdmsd + Ωsd),
Uλn,MPSK = gMPSK +
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
.
(3.20)
In the case of i.i.d fading channels, all relays are experiencing the same fading environment, i.e.,
msri = msr, bsri = bsr, Ωsri = Ωsr and brid = brd for all i ∈ L. And we assume that γrid = γrd = γ
for all i ∈ L. So, Uλi,MPSK = Uk,MPSK for all i ∈ L. Then the average SEP, PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E), can be
simpliﬁed as
PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
PLsr
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
3(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
16Gmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
(
L
k
)
(1− Psr)k
(
k
2brdγrd
)
1
Uk,MPSK
× F (3)D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
k
2brdγrd
Uk,MPSK
)
+
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
PLsr
)
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
(
L
k
)
(1− Psr)k
(
k
2brdγrd
)
1
Uk,MPSK
× F (4)D
(
1
2
,−3
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
ω k2brdγrd
Uk,MPSK
)
(3.21)
where
Uk,MPSK = gMPSK +
k
2brdγrd
. (3.22)
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3.2.4 M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM)
The average SEP of the HSTCS with best relay selection for coherent MQAM signals is given by
[AT01]
PSDF−BRs,MQAM (E) =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ − 4q
2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ (3.23)
where gMQAM = 3/2(M − 1) and q =
(
1− 1/√M
)
. PSDF−BRs,MQAM can be calculated by using the same
approach as in (2.46).
PSDF−BRs,MQAM (E) =
q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
+
3q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
4Gmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MQAM
× F (3)D
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MQAM

− 2q
2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
− 2q
2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
5piLmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Vλn,MQAM
× F (4)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd, 1; 7
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
,
Uλn,MQAM
Vλn,MQAM
)
(3.24)
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where
G1,MQAM = 1 + 2bsdγsdgMQAM ,
G2,MQAM = 2bsdmsd + 2bsdγsdgMQAM (2bsdmsd + Ωsd) ,
L1,MQAM = 1 + 4bsdγsdgMQAM ,
L2,MQAM = 2bsdmsd + 4bsdγsdgMQAM (2bsdmsd + Ωsd),
Uλn,MQAM = gMQAM +
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
,
Vλn,MQAM = 2gMQAM +
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
.
(3.25)
In the case of i.i.d fading channels, all relays are experiencing the same fading environment, i.e.,
msri = msr, bsri = bsr, Ωsri = Ωsr and brid = brd for all i ∈ L. And we assume that γrid = γrd = γ
for all i ∈ L. So, Uλi,MQAM = Uk,MQAM and Vλi,MQAM = Vk,MQAM for all i ∈ L. Then the average
SEP, PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E), can be simpliﬁed as follows
PSDF−BRs,MQAM (E) =
q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
(
PLsr
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
+
3q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
4Gmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
(
L
k
)
(1− Psr)k
(
k
2brdγrd
)
1
Uk,MQAM
× F (3)D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
k
2brdγrd
Uk,MQAM
)
− 2q
2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
(
PLsr
)
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
− 2q
2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
5piLmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
(
L
k
)
(1− Psr)k
(
k
2brdγrd
)
1
Vk,MQAM
× F (4)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd, 1; 7
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
,
Uk,MQAM
Vk,MQAM
)
(3.26)
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where
Uk,MQAM = gMQAM +
k
2brdγrd
,
Vk,MQAM = 2gMQAM +
k
2brdγrd
.
(3.27)
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The instantaneous mutual information of the HSTCS with best relay selection is deﬁned as
ISDF−BR =
1
2
log2
(
1 + γ˜SDF−BRMRC
)
(3.28)
where γ˜SDF−BRMRC is the instantaneous received SNR at the output of the MRC and is given by
γ˜SDF−BRMRC = γsd + maxi∈C
(γrid) . (3.29)
The fraction 1/2 comes from the fact that there are only two channels (two time slots) are used,
one is allocated to the relay link and another one is allocated to the direct link.
Therefore, the outage of the HSTCS with best relay selection can be computed as follows
P outSDF−BR = Pr [ISDF−BR < R] = Pr
[
γSDF−BRMRC < 2
2R − 1
]
= Pr
[
γSDF−BRMRC < γth
]
= FγSDF−BRMRC
(γth)
(3.30)
where γth = 22R − 1.
Actually, it will be diﬃcult to ﬁnd the PDF of γ˜SDF−BRMRC given in (3.29) because the decoding set
C is unknown. To treat this problem we invoke the technique described in Subsection 2.3.2.
Let ξ˜i be the instantaneous received SNR of the relayed link i at the destination which takes into
account both the s to ri and the ri to d link. Therefore, the PDF of ξ˜i can be obtained as
fξ˜i(y) = fξ˜i|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Incorrectly]
+ fξ˜i|ri Decodes Correctly(y)Pr [ri Decodes Correctly] .
(3.31)
So, equation (3.29) is equivalent to (3.32)
γ˜SDF−BRMRC = γsd + maxi∈L
(
ξ˜i
)
= γsd + γ˜BR (3.32)
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where
γ˜BR = max
i∈L
(
ξ˜i
)
. (3.33)
The probability that the relay ri decodes incorrectly is the outage probability, P outsri , of the satellite-
relay ri link and the probability that the relay ri decodes correctly is (1 − P outsri ). The expression of
P outsri is given in (2.66).
The conditional PDF of fξ˜i|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) is given by
fξ˜i|ri Decodes Incorrectly(y) = δ(y), y ≥ 0 (3.34)
where δ(y) is the Dirac Delta function. And the conditional PDF of fξ˜i|ri Decodes Correctly(y) is given
by
fξ˜i|ri Decodes Correctly(y) =
1
2bridγrid
exp(− y
2bridγrid
), y ≥ 0 (3.35)
where γrid = Eri/N0 is the average transmit SNR per symbol of the relay ri.
Therefore, equation (3.31) can be written as, for y ≥ 0,
fξ˜i(y) = P
out
sri δ(y) + (1− P outsri )
1
2bridγrid
exp(− y
2bridγrid
). (3.36)
And the CDF of ξ˜i can be written as
Fξ˜i(y) = 1− (1− P outsri ) exp(−
y
2bridγrid
). (3.37)
Hence, the CDF of γ˜BR can be computed as follows
Fγ˜BR(y) = Pr
[
max
i∈L
(
ξ˜i
)
≤ y
]
=
L∏
i=1
Pr
(
ξ˜i ≤ y
)
=
L∏
i=1
Fξ˜i(y). (3.38)
By using the following property,
L∏
k=1
(1 +Ak) = 1 +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
Aλn (3.39)
the CDF of γ˜BR can be rewritten as below
Fγ˜BR(y) = 1 +
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
y
2brλndγrλnd
)
.
(3.40)
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The PDF of the sum of two independent random variables is the convolution product of these two
variables. Therefore, the PDF of γ˜SDF−BRMRC is given as
fγ˜SDF−BRMRC
(y) =
∫ +∞
−∞
fγ˜BR(y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ. (3.41)
After some mathematical computations, the CDF of γ˜SDF−BRMRC can be expressed as
Fγ˜SDF−BRMRC
(y) =
∫ y
0
Fγ˜BR(y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ. (3.42)
By using the same approach as in (2.78), the CDF of γ˜SDF−BRMRC , Fγ˜SDF−BRMRC (y), can be obtained as
below
Fγ˜SDF−BRMRC
(y) = Fγsd(y) +Asd
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
× exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
y
2brλndγrλnd
)[
y1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdy) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
−
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)j
× y
(j+1)
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdy)
]
.
(3.43)
So, the outage probability of the HSTCS with best relay selection is ﬁnally given by
P outSDF−BR = P
out
sd +Asd
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
× exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
γth
2brλndγrλnd
)[
γth1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdγth) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
−
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)j
× γ
(j+1)
th
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdγth)
]
.
(3.44)
In the case of i.i.d fading channels, all relays are experiencing the same fading environment, i.e.,
msri = msr, bsri = bsr, Ωsri = Ωsr, brid = brd and γrid = γrd for all i ∈ L. Then the outage
probability, P out
γ˜SDF−BRMRC
, is reduced to (3.45).
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P outSDF−BR = P
out
sd +Asd
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)
(−1)k (1− P outsr )k exp(− k2brdγrdγth
)
×
[
γth1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdγth) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
− k
2brdγrd
)j
× γ
(j+1)
th
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdγth)
]
.
(3.45)
Although the outage probability in (3.44) and (3.45) is expressed as an inﬁnite sum of general
hypergeometric functions, it is convergent when the number of terms j in the sum of (3.44) and (3.45)
is high enough, i.e., j  1.
3.4 Simulation results
In this section, the outage probability and the average SEP of an HSTCS are obtained through
simulation. The results are compared to the analytical results presented in the previous sections.
The outage and SEP curves are plotted versus the average transmit SNR per symbol, Es/N0, for
diﬀerent number of participating relays L = 0, 1, 2, 3 (L = 0, corresponds to the direct transmission
only). The numerical values for the LMS channel are shown in Table 2.1 and the relay-destination
links are Rayleigh fading channels. The target spectral eﬃciency R is assumed to be 0.5 bits/s/Hz
which corresponds to γth = 0 dB. In order to show the diversity order, we assume that the average
transmit SNR per symbol of the satellite-destination link is equal to the one of the relay-destination
links (Es/N0 = Eri/N0). The ﬁgures illustrate that our analytical results show excellent agreement
with the simulation results for both i.n.i.d fading channels and i.i.d fading channels. This conﬁrms
the accuracy of our performance analysis.
The theoretical curves of the system without best relay selection SDF schemes are also plotted as
the base line for the comparison. The results also show that the system without best relay selection
provides some small diversity gain over the system with best relay selection in the high-SNR regime.
However, the transmission scheme without best relay selection requires L + 1 orthogonal channels
while only two orthogonal channels are needed for the best relay selection scheme.
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3.4.1 Outage curves
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Figure 3.2: The outage probability of an HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average transmit
SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third satellite-
relays experience the AS, the ILS and the FHS respectively while their terrestrial links experience
the Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal to 0.5, 1 and 0.25 respectively.
Fig. 3.2 shows the outage probability of an HSTCS with best relay selection over i.n.i.d fading
channels when the direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third satellite-relay
links experience the AS, the ILS and the FHS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the
Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal to 0.5, 1 and 0.25 respectively. We can
observe from the ﬁgure that the 3-relay system curve and the 2-relay system curve are superimposed
in the low-SNR regime. This is because of the strong fading of the third relay link. We can observe
in the ﬁgure that the 1-relay system provides a diversity gain of 10 dB at the outage rate of 10−1 over
the direct link while the 2-relay system provides a diversity gain of 14 dB over the direct link at the
same outage rate.
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Figure 3.3: The outage probability of an HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average transmit
SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS and the relay links experience the AS while
their terrestrial links experience the Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal to
unity.
Fig. 3.3 shows the outage probability of an HSTCS with best relay selection over i.i.d fading
channels when the direct link experiences the FHS and the relay links experience the AS while
all terrestrial links are Rayleigh with average channel power gain equal to unity. We can achieve
approximately 5.5 dB of diversity gain at the outage probability of 10−1 when only one relay is
participating. In addition, this diversity gain does increase to approximately 9 dB when L = 3.
3.4.2 SEP curves
Figs. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 plot the average SEP of QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM HSTCS with best relay
selection respectively over i.n.i.d fading channels. The channel parameters for each curve simulation
are summarized in Table 3.1 and the diversity gains at the SEP of 10−1 are provided in Table 3.2.
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Fig. 3.5 shows that the 2-relay system and the 3-relay system curves are superimposed in the
low-SNR regime, i.e., Es/N0<12 dB. This is due to the fact that the third relay link experiences the
strong fading (FHS).
Table 3.1: Parameters of SEP simulation curves over i.n.i.d fading channels
Modulation scheme s− ri links ri − d links
s− r1: FHS r1 − d: 2br1d = 1
Fig. 3.4 QPSK s− r2: AS r2 − d: 2br2d = 0.5
s− r3: ILS r3 − d: 2br3d = 0.25
s− r1: ILS r1 − d: 2br1d = 1
Fig. 3.5 8PSK s− r2: AS r2 − d: 2br2d = 0.5
s− r3: FHS r3 − d: 2br3d = 0.25
s− r1: ILS r1 − d: 2br1d = 1
Fig. 3.6 16QAM s− r2: AS r2 − d: 2br2d = 1
s− r3: ILS r3 − d: 2br3d = 0.5
Table 3.2: Diversity gain of the HSTCS with best relay selection at the SEP of 10−1 over i.n.i.d fading
channels
1-relay system 2-relay system 3-relay system
Fig. 3.4 7 dB 11 dB 11.5 dB
Fig. 3.5 10.5 dB 12.5 dB 12.5 dB
Fig. 3.6 10 dB 13 dB 13.5 dB
Furthermore, Figs. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the average SEP of QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM HSTCS
with best relay selection respectively over i.i.d fading channels. The channel parameters for each curve
simulation are summarized in Table 3.3 and the diversity gains at the SEP of 10−1 are provided in
Table 3.4. Table 3.4 shows that the 1-relay system provides around 10 dB of diversity gain at the
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Figure 3.4: The average SEP of a QPSK HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average transmit
SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third relay
experience the FHS, the AS and the ILS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the
Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal to 1, 0.5 and 0.25 respectively.
SEP of 10−1 while the diversity gain of 14.5 dB can be obtained for case of 3-relay system.
Table 3.3: Parameters of SEP simulation curves over i.i.d fading channels
Modulation scheme s− r links r − d links
Fig. 3.7 QPSK s− r: AS r − d: 2brd = 1
Fig. 3.8 8PSK s− r: AS r − d: 2brd = 1
Fig. 3.9 16QAM s− r: ILS r − d: 2brd = 1
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Figure 3.5: The average SEP of a 8PSK HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average transmit
SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third relay
experience the ILS, the AS and the FHS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the
Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal to 1, 0.5 and 0.25 respectively.
Table 3.4: Diversity gain of the HSTCS with best relay selection at the SEP of 10−1 over i.i.d fading
channels
1-relay system 2-relay system 3-relay system
Fig. 3.7 10 dB 13 dB 14.5 dB
Fig. 3.8 10 dB 13 dB 14.5 dB
Fig. 3.9 10 dB 13.5 dB 14.5 dB
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we study the performance in terms of the outage probability and the SEP of an
HSTCS with best relay selection. The SDF transmission scheme has been implemented. The two
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Figure 3.6: The average SEP of a 16QAM HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average
transmit SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS. The ﬁrst, the second and the third
relay experience the ILS, the AS and the ILS respectively while their terrestrial links experience the
Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal to 1, 1 and 0.5 respectively.
time-slot scenario is considered. During the ﬁrst time slot, the satellite broadcasts the information to
the terrestrial relays and the destination. In the second time slot, only the best relay is transmitting
toward the destination node. The selected relay is the one that provides the best link quality between
a relay and the destination. Then, both signals are combined using the MRC technique. The exact
outage probability and the exact closed-form SEP expressions of the general MPSK and MQAM
HSTCS with best relay selection over independent but not necessarily identically distributed fading
channels have been derived. The results have shown that a full diversity order of L+1 can be obtained
when the number of participating relays is equal to L. Moreover, it can be seen from the SEP curves
that our analytical expressions show excellent agreement with the simulation results. The obtained
outage and SEP expressions will provide valuable insight into the design of an HSTCS with best relay
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Figure 3.7: The average SEP of a QPSK HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average transmit
SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS and satellite-relay links experience the AS
while their terrestrial links experience the Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal
to unity.
selection especially in the emergency communication systems.
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Figure 3.8: The average SEP of a 8PSK HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average transmit
SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS and satellite-relay links experience the AS
while their terrestrial links experience the Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain equal
to unity.
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Figure 3.9: The average SEP of a 16QAM HSTCS with best relay selection versus the average transmit
SNR, Es/N0, when the direct link experiences the FHS and the satellite-relay links experience the
ILS while their terrestrial links experience the Rayleigh fading with the average power channel gain
equal to unity.
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In this chapter, we investigate the performance in terms of SEP of Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing HSTCS (OFDM-HSTCS) systems. We focuse on Doppler spread issues. Indeed,
the mobility of the Ground Mobile Terminal5 (GMT) induces a Doppler spread in the OFDM signal
that destroys the orthogonality of subcarriers. The loss of orthogonality produces Inter-subCarrier
Interference (ICI) and hence a degradation of the system performance in terms of SEP. Furthermore,
we present the conditions in which this degradation can be compensated for by an increase in the
average transmitted SNR (required margin) at the transmitter side. The results show that the re-
quired margin depends on both the modulation scheme and the speed of GMTs. Moreover, the SEP
performance can be improved considerably when the number of participating relays increases.
4.1 OFDM system models
OFDM is one of the multicarrier modulation techniques which has gained more acceptance as the
modulation technique for high-speed wireless networks and 4G mobile broadband standards. The
5The GMT in this section refers to the mobile destination.
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OFDM transmission scheme has been already proposed for terrestrial communications and it has
been recently implemented in digital satellite broadcasting standards such as the DVB-SH. However,
the OFDM is sensitive to the synchronization issues (time/frequency shift and Doppler spread). A
base-band OFDM system model with N subcarriers is represented in Fig. 4.1.
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Channel
∫ sNT0x
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Figure 4.1: Base-band OFDM system model with N subcarriers.
In an OFDM system, the transmitted symbols are divided into groups of N symbols. Then each
block of N sysmbols is transferred to the serial-to-parallel converter (S/P). If Ts is the duration of
each symbol dk, the duration of each OFDM symbol is increased to NTs, which makes the system
more robust against the channel delay spread. The parallel symbols modulate a group of orthogonal
subcarriers which satisfy the condition below
1
NTs
∫ NTs
0
exp(j2pifkt) exp(j2pifmt)dt =

1, if k = m
0, if k 6= m
(4.1)
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where
fk =
k − 1
NTs
, for k = 1, 2, . . . , N. (4.2)
4.2 Synchronization issues
In an HISTCS, the global synchronization between the satellite and the ground segment can be
achieved by the implementation of an SH frame Information Packet (SHIP) [ETS08, Kel09]. This
synchronization scheme is similar to the Megaframe Initialization Packet (MIP) of the Digital Video
Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T). The pre-compensation of the time delay variation is performed at
the gateway location. The principles of synchronization can be summarized as follows.
• SHIP inserter performs the insertion of a Global Positioning System (GPS)-based time stamp
(±0.1µs accuracy) in the SH-Frame indicating the transmission time of the beginning of the
next SH Frame.
• Single Frequency Network (SFN)6 adapters in the transmitters (repeaters) perform the buﬀering
of incoming MPEG-TS packets and transmission of SH frame aligned with GPS relative time
stamps.
On the other hand, the Doppler spread issues has not been addressed to the same extend. This
issue needs to be investigated accurately because the Doppler spread has a great impact on the physical
layer performance. Indeed, the Doppler spread destroys the orthogonality of subcarriers in the OFDM
signal and generate power leakage among subcarriers, known as ICI. The loss of orthogonality has
been characterized in [HZ97, RK99b, RK99a, WPMZ06]. The purpose of this chapter does not consist
in proposing a receiving technique in order to reduce the Doppler spread. Instead, system parameters
will be adjusted in order to cope with the constraints. More precisely, the eﬀect of the Doppler spread
can be reduced by limiting the mobile velocity. Another approach consists in adding an additional
margin on the transmitted SNR per symbol. To avoid Doppler spread impairments, the speed of
GMTs should not exceeds a maximum allowable value.
6The SFN-HISTCS refers to the hybrid/integrated satellite systems that use the same frequency band for the satellite
and terrestrial links
Satellite 
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boundary (the worst condition). The maximum diﬀerential time delay ∆τ is given by
∆τ =
dSaRe + cr − dSaMo
c
(4.3)
where dSaRe and dSaMo are the distance from the satellite to the repeater and from the satellite to
the mobile receiver respectively, cr is the cell radius, and c = 3.108m/s is the speed of light.
The parameter ∆τ is a function of the longitudinal diﬀerence between the repeater center and the
satellite, the latitude of the repeater center and the radius of the repeater.
Hence, the GI can be chosen according to ∆τ and R.
Table 4.1: Maximum cell radius versus GI for a 5 MHz DVB-SH 2k mode [ETS08].
Max. cell radius Max. delay in µs GI=1/4 GI=1/8 GI=1/16 GI=1/32
12 km 79.8 80.64
6 km 39.9 40.32
3 km 19.65 20.16
1 km 6.55 10.08
The maximum cell radius is the maximum distance between the repeater and the receiver to
allow the implementation of an SFN between the satellite and the terrestrial network at the edge of
one repeater. The maximum cell radius of a 5 MHz DVB-SH operating in 2k mode are provided in
Table. 4.1, when the longitudinal diﬀerence between the repeater center and the satellite is around
70◦. We can observe from Table. 4.1 that the maximum cell radius of 12 km allows a guard interval
of 1/4 while the maximum cell radius of 3 km can allow guard intervals of 1/16 or higher.
4.2.2 Doppler spread issues
Doppler spread induced on the satellite segment
The satellite motion and the ground terminal mobility induce a Doppler shift and a Doppler spread
[FMV+01].
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• The Doppler shift ν0 is given by, ν0 = Vsr/λ, where Vsr represents the radial velocity of the
satellite and λ is the signal wavelength.
• The Doppler spread σν is deﬁned such that σ2ν is a sum of three terms.
σ2ν = σ
2
ν,g + σ
2
ν,s + σ
2
ν,ch =
(
Vg
Λc
)2
+
(
Ωs
αc
)2
+
(
1
Tch
)2
(4.4)
The ﬁrst term σ2ν,g = (Vg/Λc)
2 is due to the ground terminal motion, where Vg represents the ground
terminal velocity and Λc is the coherence length, usually of the order of the signal wavelength.
The second term σ2ν,s = (Ωs/αc)
2 is the Doppler spread originated by the motion of satellite.
Ωs is the angular velocity of the satellite and αc is the coherence angle. The angular velocity of
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite should theoretically be zero. In practical cases, this
parameter is non zero but it is some four orders less than the same parameter for a Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) satellite.
The third term σ2ν,ch = (1/Tch)
2 is the channel self Doppler spread, where Tch is the characteristic
time constant which describes the eﬀects of moving and changing objects in the vicinity of the ground
station.
Doppler spread induced on the ground segment
On the CGC segment, the Doppler spread is mainly produced by the mobility of the GMTs for ﬁxed
relay stations. For mobile relay stations, the total Doppler spread is the sum of the Doppler spreads
induced by both GMTs and relay stations [AH86]. The average Doppler shift is zero. Let Vg be the
velocity of a GMT and Vr, the velocity of the relay station, then the total Doppler spread can be
expressed as:
Fd =
Vg
c
× fc + Vr
c
× fc (4.5)
where fc is the carrier frequency and c = 3.108m/s is the speed of light.
ICI and degradation
We assume that each subcarrier is transmitted in a frequency ﬂat Rayleigh fading channel. The
OFDM system uses N subcarriers. For typical modulation schemes such as MPSK and MQAM, the
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Carrier to Interference ratio C/I on the subcarrier i is given in [WPMZ06] as
C
I
=
1
(NTsFd)
2
2
∑N
k=1
k 6=i
1
(k−i)2
(4.6)
where Fd is the maximum Doppler spread.
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Figure 4.3: C/I curves as a function of the Doppler spread Fd.
The C/I curves of the middle subcarrier index k = N/2 are plotted versus the Doppler spread
Fd in Figure 4.3 for several DVB-SH transmission modes at a carrier frequency of 2.175 GHz and a
bandwidth of 5 MHz. The 8k mode is experiencing more interference than the other modes because
its subcarrier spacing is smaller than the one of other modes.
For a given C/I of 15 dB, the 1k mode can support a Doppler spread of 800 Hz and Doppler
spread of 400 Hz for the 2k mode. For the same value of C/I, the 4k mode allows a maximum Doppler
spread of 200 Hz while the 8k mode can support only 100 Hz. According to these Doppler spread
values, we can calculate the maximum allowable velocity for the GMT. The numerical values of the
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Figure 4.4: Degradation ∆dB as a function of Es/N0.
maximum allowable velocity for the GMT for a 5 MHz DVB-SH bandwidth channel at 2.175 GHz
and C/I of 15 dB are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Maximum allowable velocity for the GMT for a 5 MHz DVB-SH bandwidth channel at
2.175 GHz and a C/I of 15 dB.
Mode FFT size Subcarrier spacing [kHz] Doppler spread [Hz] Maximum speed [km/h]
1k 1024 5.580 800 397.22
2k 2048 2.790 400 198.61
4k 4096 1.395 200 99.30
8k 8192 0.698 100 49.65
As in typical C/I computations, the ICI can be modeled as an additional near-Gaussian noise
[RK99a, RK99b]. Without the interference and Doppler spread, the average transmitted signal to
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noise ratio per symbol is Es/N0. And with the interference and Doppler spread, the average transmit-
ted signal to interference plus noise ratio can be written as Es/ (N0 +NI). Then, using Es = C/Rs
and NI = I/Rs, we obtain
Es
N0 +NI
=
Es
N0
1 + EsN0 (
C
I )
−1 (4.7)
where Rs = 1/Ts is the input symbol rate.
So, the degradation due to Dopper spread can be expressed in decibel as below
∆dB =
[
Es
N0 +NI
]
dB
−
[
Es
N0
]
dB
= −10 log
[
1 +
Es
N0
(
C
I
)−1]
(4.8)
Equation 4.7 shows that when EsN0 → +∞, the expression
Es
N0 +NI
' C
I
. (4.9)
Equation 4.9 shows that the ICI is the limiting factor in performance.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the degradation due to Doppler spread with respect to the Es/N0 ratio for
several values of C/I. We observe that the degradation not only depends on the C/I ratio but also
on the Es/N0 ratio. For small values of Es/N0, the degradation has less inﬂuence on the system. In
particular, when Es/N0 is smaller than 10 dB, the degradation is less than 2 dB.
4.3 Performance analysis of the OFDM-HSTCS
In this section, we study the performance in terms of SEP of the OFDM-HSTCS. The worst case
scenario where the non-LOS link between the satellite and the destination is considered and shown
in Fig. 4.5. We assume that the relays are ﬁxed or mobile with a low speed and the system is
synchronized in time and frequency. Only the Doppler spread issues are taken into account for the
SEP computation. In this case, the SEP performance of multicarrier OFDM systems is the same
as the SEP perfomance of single carrier systems if there is no Doppler spread. This is consistent
since each subcarrier channel can be modeled as a frequency ﬂat fading channel. So, in the following
analysis, we derive the SEP of single carrier systems and then we add the ICI to the AWGN noise
(i.e., replacing Eri/N0 by Eri/(N0 +NI) in the obtained SEP expression).
Satellite  
Phase 1: satellite to relays 
               and destination
Phase 2: relays to destination
Relay 1
Relay 2
Destination
Relay L
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MGF of the instantaneous received SNR at the MRC output
By using the same approach as in subsection 2.2.2, the total instantaneous received SNR at the MRC
output without the direct link, γWDMRC , can be expressed as below
7
γWDMRC =
L∑
i=1
χi. (4.10)
Hence, the MGF of γWDMRC is given by
φγWDMRC
(s) =
L∏
i=1
φχi(s) (4.11)
and
φχi(s) = Psri + (1− Psri)
(
1 + 2bridγrids
)−1 (4.12)
where Psri are given in chapter 2 by equations (2.29) and (2.30) for MPSK and MQAM modulation
schemes respectively and
γrid =

Eri/N0, without ICI
Eri/(N0 +NI), with ICI.
(4.13)
M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK)
The average SEP of the HSTCS without direct link for coherent MPSK signals is given by [AT01]
PWDs,MPSK(E) =
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
0
φγWDMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ (4.14)
where gMPSK = sin2(pi/M). By using the same approach as in 2.38, PWDs,MPSK(E) is ﬁnally given as
follows
PWDs,MPSK(E) =
1
2
L∏
i=1
(
Hi,MPSK
Ki,MPSK
)
F
(2L)
D
(
1
2
,−1, 1, . . . ,−1, 1; 1;
1
H1,MPSK
,
1
K1,MPSK
, . . . ,
1
HL,MPSK
,
1
KL,MPSK
)
+
√
ω
pi
L∏
i=1
(
Hi,MPSK
Ki,MPSK
)
F
(2L+1)
D
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−1, 1, . . . ,−1, 1; 3
2
;
ω,
ω
H1,MPSK
,
ω
K1,MPSK
, . . . ,
ω
HL,MPSK
,
ω
KL,MPSK
)
(4.15)
7The index WD refers to Without Direct link
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where
Hi,MPSK = 1 + Psri,MPSK2bridγridgMPSK ,
Ki,MPSK = 1 + 2bridγridgMPSK .
(4.16)
In the case of i.i.d fading channels, all relays experience the same fading environment, i.e.,
msri = msr, bsri = bsr, Ωsri = Ωsr and brid = brd for all i ∈ L. Moreover, we assume that
γrid = γrd = γ for all i ∈ L. So, Hi,MPSK = HMPSK and Ki,MPSK = KMPSK for all i ∈ L. Hence,
the average SEP, PWDs,MPSK(E) can be simpliﬁed as below
PWDs,MPSK(E) =
1
2
(
HMPSK
KMPSK
)L
F1
(
1
2
,−L,L; 1; 1
HMPSK
,
1
KMPSK
)
+
√
ω
pi
(
HMPSK
KMPSK
)L
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−L,L; 3
2
;ω,
ω
HMPSK
,
ω
KMPSK
)
.
(4.17)
where
HMPSK = 1 + Psr,MPSK2brdγrdgMPSK ,
KMPSK = 1 + 2brdγrdgMPSK .
(4.18)
In order to illustrate the diversity property we calculate the approximation of PWDs,MPSK(E) in the
high-SNR regime. We obtain as follows (see Appendix I.1)
lim
SNR→∞
PWDs,MPSK(E) =
1
2
1(
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMPSK
)LF1
(
1
2
,−L,L; 1; 1, 1
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMPSK
)
+
√
ω
pi
1(
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMPSK
)LF1
(
1
2
,
1
2
− L,L; 3
2
;ω,
ω
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMPSK
)
.
(4.19)
We can see that the expression 4.19 does not depend on the SNR but depends on the C/I.
Hence, for a given C/I value, PWDs,MPSK(E) becomes a constant value when SNR is large. Hence, the
asymptotic diversity order is equal to zero. On the other hand, it is not zero in the medium-SNR
regime. Moreover, this expression 4.19 represents the minimum value of the PWDs,MPSK(E) and can be
served as the condition in which the degradation can be compensated for by a required margin. In
this case, this minimum value of the PWDs,MPSK(E) should be smaller than the target SEP. And, the
minimum value of C/I can be obtained by solving the equation 4.19.
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M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM)
The average SEP of the HSTCS without direct link for coherent MQAM signals is given by [AT01]
PWDs,MQAM (E) =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγWDMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ − 4q
2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγWDMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ (4.20)
where gMQAM = 3/2(M−1) and q =
(
1− 1/√M
)
. PWDs,MQAM (E) can be obtained by using the same
computation as in 2.46 and given as follows
PWDs,MQAM (E) = 2q
L∏
i=1
(
Hi,MQAM
Ki,MQAM
)
F
(2L)
D
(
1
2
,−1, 1, . . . ,−1, 1; 1;
1
H1,MQAM
,
1
K1,MQAM
, . . . ,
1
HL,MQAM
,
1
KL,MQAM
)
− 2q
2
pi
L∏
i=1
(
Wi,MQAM
Zi,MQAM
)
F
(2L+1)
D
(
1, 1,−1, 1, . . . ,−1, 1; 3
2
;
1
2
,
H1,MQAM
W1,MQAM
,
K1,MQAM
Z1,MQAM
, . . . ,
HL,MQAM
WL,MQAM
,
KL,MQAM
ZL,MQAM
)
(4.21)
where
Hi,MQAM = 1 + 2Psri,MQAMbridγridgMQAM , Ki,MQAM = 1 + 2bridγridgMQAM ,
Wi,MQAM = 1 + 4Psri,MQAMbridγridgMQAM , Zi,MQAM = 1 + 4bridγridgMQAM .
(4.22)
In the case of i.i.d fading channels, all relays experience the same fading environment, i.e.,
msri = msr, bsri = bsr, Ωsri = Ωsr and brid = brd for all i ∈ L. Moreover, we assume that
γrid = γrd = γ for all i ∈ L. So, Hi,MQAM = HMQAM , Ki,MQAM = KMQAM , Wi,MQAM = WMQAM
and Zi,MQAM = ZMQAM for all i ∈ L. So, the average SEP, PWDs,MQAM (E) can be given by
PWDs,MQAM (E) = 2q
(
HMQAM
KMQAM
)L
F1
(
1
2
,−L,L; 1; 1
HMQAM
,
1
KMQAM
)
− 2q
2
pi
(
WMQAM
ZMQAM
)L
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1,−L,L; 3
2
;
1
2
,
HMQAM
WMQAM
,
KMQAM
ZMQAM
)
.
(4.23)
where
HMQAM = 1 + 2Psr,MQAMbrdγrdgMQAM , KMQAM = 1 + 2brdγrdgMQAM ,
WMQAM = 1 + 4Psr,MQAMbrdγrdgMQAM , ZMQAM = 1 + 4brdγrdgMQAM .
(4.24)
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In order to illustrate the diversity property we calculate the approximation of PWDs,MQAM (E) in the
high-SNR regime. We obtain as below (see Appendix I.2)
lim
SNR→∞
PWDs,MQAM (E) = 2q
1(
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMQAM
)LF1
(
1
2
,−L,L; 1; 1, 1
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMQAM
)
− 2q
2
pi
1(
1 + 4brd
(
C
I
)
gMQAM
)LF (3)D
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1, 1,−L,L; 3
2
;
1
2
, 1,
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMQAM
1 + 4brd
(
C
I
)
gMQAM
)
.
(4.25)
Again, we can notice that the expression 4.25 does not depend on the SNR but depends on the
C/I. Hence, for a given C/I value, PWDs,MQAM (E) becomes a constant value when SNR is large. Hence,
the asymptotic diversity order is equal to zero. On the other hand, it is not zero in the medium-SNR
regime. Moreover, this expression 4.25 represents the minimum value of the PWDs,MQAM (E) and can be
served as the condition in which the degradation can be compensated for by a required margin. In
this case, this minimum value of the PWDs,MQAM (E) should be smaller than the target SEP. And, the
minimum value of C/I can be obtained by solving the equation 4.25.
4.3.2 Numerical results
In this section, the average SEP cuves of the OFDM-HSTCS which take into account the Doppler
spread issues are plotted versus the average transmitted SNR for several DVB-SH modes at a carrier
frequency of 2.175 GHz and a bandwidth of 5 MHz. The satellite-relay links experience the ILS while
the relay-destination links are Rayleigh fading with the average channel power gain equal to unity.
The curves are plotted for diﬀerent number of participating relays L = 1, 2, 3. The SEP curve with
no ICI is also provided as the baseline for the comparison. The required margin can be computed by
calculating the diﬀerence in SNR between the SEP curve aﬀected by the ICI and the one without the
ICI with respect to the same target SEP value. First, we plot the SEP curves by assuming that the
average transmitted SNR per symbol of the satellite-destination link is equal to the one of the relay-
destination links (Es/N0 = Eri/N0). Second, we plot the SEP curves versus the average transmitted
SNR per symbol of the relay links, Eri/N0, and we set Es/N0 as a constant value (i.e., or equivalently
Psri is constant). We can observe from all ﬁgures that the ICI is the limiting factor in performance
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at any mobile speed when the SNR is large. Furthermore, we can also notice that the degradation
due to Doppler spread can be improved when the number of participating relays increases.
First case: Es/N0 = Eri/N0
Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.7(a) show the average SEP of QPSK OFDM-HSTCS and 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS
respectively under the Doppler spread, Fd corresponding to the mobile speed of 50 km/h. In this case,
when the target SEP is in the order of 10−2, the required margin of the 1-relay QPSK OFDM-HSTCS
system are 0 dB for 1k mode, 1 dB for 2k mode and around 6 dB for 4k mode while the required
margin can not be computed (NC) for 8k mode. However, this 8k mode can be compensated for by
a margin of 2 dB in the case of 2-relay system and only 1 dB is needed in the case of 3-relay system.
The required margin for other modes of QPSK and 16QAM are summarized in Table 4.3.
The other performance curves of QPSK OFDM-HSTCS and 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS are plotted
in Figs. 4.6(b) and 4.7(b) respectively under the Doppler spread, Fd corresponding to the mobile
speed of 100 km/h. We see that the SEP of 1-relay 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS system is larger than
10−2 for all modes. So, for the target SEP of 10−2 we can not compensate for by a margin because
their minimum SEP are higher then the target value. On the other hand, this 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS
system can be compensated for by a margin operating in 1k and 2k modes in the case of 2-relay system.
The required margin corresponding to the QPSK OFDM-HSTCS and 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS are
provided in Table 4.4.
Second case: Es/N0 or Psri is constant
In order to show in more detail the eﬀect of the Doppler spread on the terrestrial links, we assume that
the average transmitted SNR of the satellite Es/N0 is constant (i.e., or equivalently Psri is constant).
Furthermore, we plot the SEP curves versus the average transmitted SNR of the relay-destination
links, Er/N0.
Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.9(a) illustrate the average SEP of 8PSK OFDM-HSTCS and 16QAM OFDM-
HSTCS versus the average transmitted SNR of the relay, Er/N0 respectively, when Psri = 10
−4,
and under the Doppler spread, Fd corresponding to the mobile speed of 50 km/h. Moreover, the
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Table 4.3: The required margin for a 5 MHz DVB-SH bandwidth channel at 2.175 GHz and mobile
speed of 50 km/h with the target SEP of 10−2.
Mode 1k 2k 4k 8k
1-relay system
QPSK 0 dB 1 dB 6 dB NC
16QAM 2 dB NC NC NC
2-relay system
QPSK 0 dB 0 dB 0.5 dB 2 dB
16QAM 0 dB 0.7 dB 3.5 dB NC
3-relay system
QPSK 0 dB 0 dB 0.2 dB 1 dB
16QAM 0 dB 0 dB 1 dB 11 dB
Table 4.4: The required margin for a 5 MHz DVB-SH bandwidth channel at 2.175 GHz and mobile
speed of 100 km/h with the target SEP of 10−2.
Mode 1k 2k 4k 8k
1-relay system
QPSK 1 dB 6 dB NC NC
16QAM NC NC NC NC
2-relay system
QPSK 0 dB 0.2 dB 2 dB NC
16QAM 0.5 dB 3.5 dB NC NC
3-relay system
QPSK 0 dB 0 dB 0.5 dB 3.5 dB
16QAM 0.2 dB 1 dB 11 dB NC
SEP curves correspond to the mobile speed of 100 km/h are shown in Figs. 4.8(b) and 4.9(b) for
8PSK OFDM-HSTCS and 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS respectively. The correspond required margin are
summarized in Table 4.5 and 4.6 for the mobile speed of 50 km/h and 100 km/h respectively. The
results show that with cooperative relaying the required margin can be reduced considerably.
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Table 4.5: The required margin for a 5 MHz DVB-SH bandwidth channel at 2.175 GHz and mobile
speed of 50 km/h when Psri = 10
−4 and with the target SEP of 10−2.
Mode 1k 2k 4k 8k
1-relay system
8PSK 1 dB 6 dB NC NC
16QAM 2 dB NC NC NC
2-relay system
8PSK 0 dB 0.1 dB 1.5 dB NC
16QAM 0 dB 0.5 dB 4 dB NC
3-relay system
8PSK 0 dB 0 dB 0.5 dB 3.5 dB
16QAM 0 dB 0 dB 1 dB 11 dB
Table 4.6: The required margin for a 5 MHz DVB-SH bandwidth channel at 2.175 GHz and mobile
speed of 100 km/h when Psri = 10
−4 and with the target SEP of 10−2.
Mode 1k 2k 4k 8k
1-relay system
8PSK 5 dB NC NC NC
16QAM NC NC NC NC
2-relay system
8PSK 0.5 dB 1.5 dB NC NC
16QAM 1 dB 4 dB NC NC
3-relay system
8PSK 0 dB 0.5 dB 3.5 dB NC
16QAM 0 dB 1.5 dB 12 dB NC
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the SEP performance of the OFDM-HSTCS was investigated. The lower bound of
SEP were examined. The maximum mobile speed of GMTs with respect to the required minimum
C/I value was determined. Furthermore, the required margins were also evaluated with respect to the
target SEP. The degradation due to Doppler spread could be compensated for by the margin before
decoding. It was also shown that the required margin does not only depend on the mobile velocity
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but also depend on the modulation scheme. For high Doppler spread, for example when the velocity
of the GMT is 100 km/h, the 1-relay system using 16QAM OFDM modulation is totally degraded
and the compensation is not possible. So, one way to solve this problem is to limit the velocity of the
GMT to an appropriate level. The results also shown that the required margin is reduced when the
number of participating relays increases.
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Figure 4.6: The average SEP of a QPSK OFDM-HSTCS versus the average transmitted SNR, Es/N0,
(a) mobile speed of 50 km/h, (b) mobile speed of 100 km/h.
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Figure 4.7: The average SEP of a 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS versus the average transmitted SNR,
Es/N0, (a) mobile speed of 50 km/h, (b) mobile speed of 100 km/h.
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Figure 4.8: The average SEP of a 8PSK OFDM-HSTCS versus the average transmitted SNR, Er/N0,
when Psri = 10
−4, (a) mobile speed of 50 km/h, (b) mobile speed of 100 km/h.
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Figure 4.9: The average SEP of a 16QAM OFDM-HSTCS versus the average transmitted SNR,
Er/N0, when Psri = 10
−4, (a) mobile speed of 50 km/h, (b) mobile speed of 100 km/h.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future works
This dissertation aims at providing the analytical computation of both outage probability and av-
erage SEP of HSTCSs. Both analytical performance expressions are very important for evaluating
the system performance over fading channels since it provide valuable insight into the design of the
systems. HSTCSs have been proposed in order to extend the coverage area of satellite systems where
services provided by the satellite only are interrupted due to masking eﬀect. In an HSTCS, the terres-
trial relays are used to forward the satellite signal to the destination. So, the destination can exploit
the spatial diversity by combining the received signals from the satellite and relay stations. Several
cooperative scenarios have been proposed and studied for diﬀerent application purposes (e.g., broad-
casting, emergency communications, disaster relief). However, most of those previous studies have
provided only the SEP performance based on simulations. The exact closed-form outage probability
and SEP expressions have not been derived yet.
5.1 Contributions
In this dissertation, the performance of HSTCSs has been studied. The exact closed-form outage
probability and exact SEP have been derived for general MPSK and MQAM modulation schemes
over i.i.d and i.n.i.d fading channels. The obtained analytical outage probability and SEP expressions
are valid for both ﬁxed and mobile relaying techniques. The cooperative scenarios with and without
best relay selection have been examined. Furthermore, the performance of OFDM-HSTCSs has been
also investigated.
In chapter 2, the performance of SDF HSTCSs has been evaluated. In the ﬁrst phase, the satellite
broadcasts its signal to all relay nodes and the destination node. In the second phase, only relays
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that can decode the satellite message correctly are allowed to forward the satellite message to the
destination node. Then the destination combines the direct and the relay link signals using the MRC
technique. The exact closed-form expressions for the outage probability and the average SEP of
the general MPSK and MQAM HSTCSs over independent but not necessarily identically distributed
fading channels have been derived. The results have shown that a full diversity order of L+ 1 can be
obtained when the total number of relays is equal to L.
The performance of SDF HSTCSs with best relay selection has been addressed in chapter 3. The
two time-slot scenario is considered. During the ﬁrst time slot, the satellite broadcasts the information
to the terrestrial relays and the destination. In the second time slot, only the best relay is transmitting
toward the destination node. The selected relay is the one that provides the best link quality between
a relay and the destination. Then, both signals are combined using the MRC technique. The exact
outage probability and the exact closed-form SEP expressions of the general MPSK and MQAM
HSTCSs with best relay selection over independent but not necessarily identically distributed fading
channels have been derived. The results have shown that a full diversity order of L+1 can be obtained
when the number of participating relays is equal to L.
Chapter 2 and 3 deal with the frequency-ﬂat fading channels. It is well known that the imple-
mentation of the OFDM transmission techniques can convert a frequency-selective fading channel to
several frequency-ﬂat fading channels. In chapter 4, the SEP performance of OFDM-HSTCSs was
investigated. The lower bound of SEP has been also examined. The maximum mobile speed of GMTs
with respect to the required minimum C/I value was determined. Furthermore, the required margins
were also evaluated with respect to the target SEP. The degradation due to Doppler spread could be
compensated for by the margin before decoding. It was also shown that the required margin does not
only depend on the mobile velocity but also depend on the modulation scheme. For high Doppler
spread, for example when the velocity of the GMT is 100 km/h, the 1-relay system using 16QAM
OFDM modulation is totally degraded and the compensation is not possible. So, one way to solve
this problem is to limit the velocity of the GMT to an appropriate level. The results also shown that
the required margin is reduced when the number of participating relays increases.
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5.2 Future works
In this dissertation, the analytical outage probability and SEP have been derived using the single-state
LMS channel model (shadowed Rice model). For the multi-state LMS channel model such as Fontan's
model, the average outage probability and the average SEP can be obtained by computed for each
state of the channel model and then calculate the average value over the three states using Markov
chain properties. The analytical performance of HSTCSs with channel coding is also an interesting
future work.
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Appendix A
SEP of the direct link
A.1 SEP of MPSK
The average SEP of the direct link for coherent MPSK signals is deﬁned in 2.9 by
Psd,MPSK (E) =
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
0
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ
=
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd1,MPSK
+
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
pi
2
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd2,MPSK
(A.1)
where
gMPSK = sin
2 (pi/M) . (A.2)
and φγsd(s) is deﬁned in 2.8 as
φγsd(s) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd (1 + 2bsdγsds)
msd−1
[(2bsdmsd + Ωsd) (1 + 2bsdγsds)− Ωsd]msd
. (A.3)
Therefore,
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd sin2 θ
(
sin2 θ + 2bsdγsdgMPSK
)msd−1[
2bsdmsd sin
2 θ + 2bsdγsdgMPSK (Ωsd + 2bsdmsd)
]msd . (A.4)
The ﬁrst integral
Isd1,MPSK =
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ (A.5)
can be calculated by changing the variable t = cos2(θ).
Hence, when θ = 0⇒ t = 1, when θ = pi/2⇒ t = 0, and dt = −2√t√1− tdθ.
The equation A.4 can be rewritten as
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− t 1G1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− t 2bsdmsdG2,MPSK
)msd . (A.6)
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where
G1,MPSK = 1 + 2bsdγsdgMPSK ,
G2,MPSK = 2bsdmsd + 2bsdγsdgMPSK(2bsdmsd + Ωsd).
(A.7)
So, Isd1,MPSK can be rewritten as
Isd1,MPSK =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
∫ 1
0
t−
1
2 (1− t) 12
(
1− t 1
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− t 2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dt
(A.8)
By using the Appell function,
F1(a, b1, b2; c;x1, x2) =
1
B(a, c− a)
∫ 1
0
ta−1(1− t)c−a−1(1− x1t)−b1(1− x2t)−b2dt,
Re(c) > Re(a) > 0
(A.9)
Isd1,MPSK can be obtained as
Isd1,MPSK =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
(A.10)
The second integral Isd2,MPSK can be rewritten as
Isd2,MPSK =
1
pi
∫ pi
2
pi
M
φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ. (A.11)
Let change the variable
z =
cos2 θ
cos2(pi/M)
=
cos2 θ
1− gMPSK =
cos2 θ
ω
. (A.12)
Hence, when θ = pi/M ⇒ z = 1, when θ = pi/2⇒ z = 0, and dz = −(2/ω)√ωz√1− ωzdθ.
And equation A.4 can be written as follows
φγsd(z) = (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− zω)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− z ωG1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− z 2bsdmsdωG2,MPSK
)msd . (A.13)
Therefore, Isd2,MPSK can be rewritten as below
Isd2,MPSK =
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
∫ 1
0
z−
1
2 (1− zω) 12
×
(
1− z ω
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− z 2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dz
(A.14)
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By using the Lauricella function,
F
(n)
D (a, b1, . . . , bn; c;x1, . . . , xn) =
1
B(a, c− a)
∫ 1
0
ta−1(1− t)c−a−1
n∏
i=1
(1− xit)−bidt,
Re(c) > Re(a) > 0,
(A.15)
Isd2,MPSK is given as
Isd2,MPSK =
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
(A.16)
Hence, Psd,MPSK (E) is ﬁnally obtained as below
Psd,MPSK(E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
.
(A.17)
A.2 SEP of MQAM
The average SEP of the direct link for coherent MQAM signals is deﬁned in 2.17 by
Psd,MQAM (E) =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd1,MQAM
− 4q
2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Isd2,MQAM
(A.18)
where gMQAM = 3/2(M − 1) and q =
(
1− 1/√M
)
and
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd sin2 θ
(
sin2 θ + 2bsdγsdgMQAM
)msd−1[
2bsdmsd sin
2 θ + 2bsdγsdgMQAM (Ωsd + 2bsdmsd)
]msd .
(A.19)
The ﬁrst integral Isd1,MQAM can be computed by using the same approach as in I
sd
1,MPSK . We only
change gMPSK to gMQAM and multiply the factor 4q into Isd1,MPSK .
Hence, we obtain
Isd1,MQAM =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
(A.20)
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where
G1,MQAM = 1 + 2bsdγsdgMQAM ,
G2,MQAM = 2bsdmsd + 2bsdγsdgMQAM (2bsdmsd + Ωsd) .
(A.21)
In order to derive Isd2,MQAM , we change the variable, t = 1− tan2 θ.
Hence, when θ = 0⇒ t = 1, when θ = pi/4⇒ t = 0, and dt = −2√1− t(2− t)dθ.
So, the equation A.19 can be rewritten as below
φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Lmsd−11,MQAM
(
1− tG1,MQAML1,MQAM
)msd−1
Lmsd2,MQAM
(
1− tG2,MQAML2,MQAM
)msd (A.22)
where
L1,MQAM = 1 + 4bsdγsdgMQAM ,
L2,MQAM = 2bsdmsd + 4bsdγsdgMQAM (2bsdmsd + Ωsd).
(A.23)
Therefore, Isd2,MQAM can be written as below
Isd2,MQAM =
q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
piLmsd2,MQAM
∫ 1
0
(1− t) 12
(
1− t
2
)−1
×
(
1− tG1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
)msd−1(
1− tG2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)−msd
dt
(A.24)
By using the Lauricella function, Isd2,MQAM is given as
Isd2,MQAM =
2q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
(A.25)
So, the average SEP of the direct link, Psd,MQAM (E), is ﬁnally given by
Psd,MQAM (E) =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
− 2q
2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
.
(A.26)
Appendix B
SEP of the HSTCS
B.1 SEP of MPSK
The average SEP of the HSTCS for coherent MPSK signals is deﬁned in 2.38 by
PSDFs,MPSK(E) =
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
0
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ
=
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISDF1,MPSK
+
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
pi
2
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISDF2,MPSK
(B.1)
where gMPSK = sin2(pi/M) and φγSDFMRC (s) is deﬁned in 2.37 by
φγSDFMRC
(s) = φγsd(s)
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ φγsd(s)
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
1 + s
γrλndΩrλnd
mrλnd
)−mrλnd
.
(B.2)
So,
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)( L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)( L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)
(
mrλnd sin
2 θ + gMPSKγrλndΩrλnd
mrλnd sin
2 θ
)−mrλnd
.
(B.3)
where φγsd
(
gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
is given in A.4.
The ﬁrst integral ISDF1,MPSK can be derived by changing the variable t = cos
2(θ).
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So, φγSDFMRC
(
gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
can be rewritten as below
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− t 1G1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− t 2bsdmsdG2,MPSK
)msd
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− t 1G1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− t 2bsdmsdG2,MPSK
)msd
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
[(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd]
×
k∏
n=1
[
(1− t)mrλnd
(
1− t mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)−mrλnd]
(B.4)
where
Hλn,MPSK = mrλnd + gMPSKΩrλndγrλnd.
(B.5)
Therefore, ISDF1,MPSK can be written as
ISDF1,MPSK =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
∫ 1
0
t−
1
2 (1− t) 12
(
1− t 1
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− t 2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dt
+
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
[(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd] ∫ 1
0
t−
1
2 (1− t) 12
k∏
n=1
(1− t)mrλnd
×
k∏
n=1
(
1− t mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)−mrλnd (
1− t 1
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− t 2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dt
(B.6)
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By using the Lauricellla function, ISDF1,MPSK can be obtained as below
ISDF1,MPSK =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd Γ (12)Γ(32 +∑kn=1mrλnd)
Γ
(
2 +
∑k
n=1mrλnd
) F (k+2)D (12 , 1−msd,
msd,mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd; 2 +
k∑
n=1
mrλnd;
1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
mrλ1d
Hλ1,MPSK
, . . . ,
mrλkd
Hλk,MPSK
)
(B.7)
The second integral ISDF2,MPSK can be derived by changing the variable
z =
cos2 θ
cos2(pi/M)
=
cos2 θ
1− gMPSK =
cos2 θ
ω
. (B.8)
In this case, φγSDFMRC
(
gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
can be rewritten as below
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− zω)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− z ωG1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− z 2bsdmsdωG2,MPSK
)msd
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− zω)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− z ωG1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− z 2bsdmsdωG2,MPSK
)msd
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
[(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd]
×
k∏
n=1
[
(1− zω)mrλnd
(
1− zω mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)−mrλnd]
(B.9)
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Therefore, ISDF2,MPSK can be written as
ISDF2,MPSK =
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
∫ 1
0
z−
1
2 (1− zω) 12
(
1− z ω
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− z 2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dz
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
[(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd] ∫ 1
0
z−
1
2 (1− zω) 12
k∏
n=1
(1− zω)mrλnd
×
k∏
n=1
(
1− z ωmrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)−mrλnd (
1− z ω
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− z 2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dz
(B.10)
By using the Lauricella function, ISDF2,MPSK can be obtained as follows
ISDF2,MPSK =
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd
F
(k+3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
−
k∑
n=1
mrλnd, 1−msd,msd,
mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd;
3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
mrλ1dω
Hλ1,MPSK
, . . . ,
mrλkdω
Hλk,MPSK
)
(B.11)
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Therefore, PSDFs,MPSK(E) is given as below
PSDFs,MPSK(E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
+
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd Γ (12)Γ(32 +∑kn=1mrλnd)
Γ
(
2 +
∑k
n=1mrλnd
) F (k+2)D (12 , 1−msd,
msd,mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd; 2 +
k∑
n=1
mrλnd;
1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
mrλ1d
Hλ1,MPSK
, . . . ,
mrλkd
Hλk,MPSK
)
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd
F
(k+3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
−
k∑
n=1
mrλnd, 1−msd,msd,
mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd;
3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
mrλ1dω
Hλ1,MPSK
, . . . ,
mrλkdω
Hλk,MPSK
)
(B.12)
B.2 SEP of MQAM
The average SEP of the HSTCS for coherent MQAM signals is deﬁned in 2.46 by
PSDFs,MQAM (E) =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγSDFMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISDF1,MQAM
− 4q
2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγSDFMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISDF2,MQAM
(B.13)
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where gMQAM = 3/2(M − 1), q =
(
1− 1/√M
)
and
φγSDFMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
= φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)( L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)( L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)
(
mrλnd sin
2 θ + gMQAMγrλndΩrλnd
mrλnd sin
2 θ
)−mrλnd
.
(B.14)
where φγsd
(
gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
is given in A.19.
The ﬁrst integral ISDF1,MQAM can be computed by using the same approach as in I
SDF
1,MPSK . We only
change gMPSK to gMQAM and multiply the factor 4q into ISDF1,MPSK .
Hence, we obtain
ISDF1,MQAM =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
+
2q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
piGmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Hλn,MPSK
)mrλnd Γ (12)Γ(32 +∑kn=1mrλnd)
Γ
(
2 +
∑k
n=1mrλnd
) F (k+2)D (12 , 1−msd,
msd,mrλ1d, . . . ,mrλkd; 2 +
k∑
n=1
mrλnd;
1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
mrλ1d
Hλ1,MQAM
, . . . ,
mrλkd
Hλk,MQAM
)
(B.15)
where
Hλn,MQAM = mrλnd + gMQAMΩrλndγrλnd.
(B.16)
In order to derive ISDF2,MQAM , we change the variable, t = 1− tan2 θ
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So, φγSDFMRC
(
gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
can be rewritten as below
φγSDFMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Lmsd−11,MQAM
(
1− tG1,MQAML1,MQAM
)msd−1
Lmsd2,MQAM
(
1− tG2,MQAML2,MQAM
)msd
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Lmsd−11,MQAM
(
1− tG1,MQAML1,MQAM
)msd−1
Lmsd2,MQAM
(
1− tG2,MQAML2,MQAM
)msd
×
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
[(
1− Psrλn
Psrλn
)(
mrλnd
Qλn,MQAM
)mrλnd]
×
k∏
n=1
[
(1− t)mrλnd
(
1− tHλn,MQAM
Qλn,MQAM
)−mrλnd]
(B.17)
where
Qλn,MQAM = mrλnd + 2gMQAMΩrλndγrλnd.
(B.18)
Therefore, ISDF2,MPSK can be written as
ISDF2,MQAM =
q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
∫ 1
0
(1− t) 12
(
1− t
2
)−1(
1− tG1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
)msd−1(
1− tG2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)−msd
dt
+
q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
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By using the Lauricella function, ISDF2,MQAM can be obtained as below
ISDF2,MQAM =
2q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
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Psri
)
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)
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So, PSDFs,MQAM (E) is ﬁnally given as follows
PSDFs,MQAM (E) =
q (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MQAM
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Appendix C
Asymtotic Diversity Order of PSDFs,MPSK
In order to show the diversity order, we assume that γsd = γsri = γrid = γ.
The asymptotic diversity order Dg,MPSK of PSDFs,MPSK(E) is given in [ZT03] as
Dg,MPSK = − lim
γ→+∞
logPSDFs,MPSK(γ)
log(γ)
(C.1)
where PSDFs,MPSK(γ) is given in 2.45. So, the asymptotic diversity order Dg,MPSK can be rewritten as
Dg,MPSK = − lim
γ→+∞
1
log(γ)
× log (A1 ×A2 ×A3 ×A4)
= − lim
γ→+∞
1
log(γ)
× [log (A1) + log (A2) + log (A3) + log (A4)]
(C.2)
where
A1 = (2bsdmsd)
msd , A2 =
Gmsd−11,MPSK
Gmsd2,MPSK
, A3 =
(
HMPSK
KMPSK
)L
,
A4 =
1
4
F
(4)
D
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, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 2; 1
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2bsdmsd
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,
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+
√
ω
pi
F
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D
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, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 3
2
;ω,
ω
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,
2bsdmsdω
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,
ω
HMPSK
,
ω
KMPSK
)
At the high SNR regime, we obtain
A2 ≈ 1
γ
,
Psr,MPSK ≈ c1 × 1
γ
⇒ A3 ≈
(
c2
γ
)L
,
A4 ≈ 1
4
F
(4)
D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 2; 0, 0, c3, 0
)
+
√
ω
pi
F
(5)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 3
2
;ω, 0, 0, c4, 0
)
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where the symbol ≈ denotes the approximation for the high SNR regime and ci (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is a
constant value. We observe that in the high SNR regime, A4 converges to a constant value.
So, the asymptotic diversity Dg,MPSK is ﬁnally given as
Dg,MPSK = − lim
γ→+∞
1
log(γ)
×
[
log (A1) + log
(
1
γ
)
+ log
(
c2
γ
)L
+ log (A4)
]
= L+ 1. (C.3)
Appendix D
Asymtotic Diversity Order of PSDFs,MQAM
In order to show the diversity order, we assume that γsd = γsri = γrid = γ.
The asymptotic diversity order Dg,MQAM of PSDFs,MQAM (E) is given in [ZT03] as
Dg,MQAM = − lim
γ→+∞
logPSDFs,MQAM (γ)
log(γ)
. (D.1)
where PSDFs,MQAM (γ) is given in 2.52. So, the asymptotic diversity order Dg,MQAM can be rewritten as
Dg,MQAM = − lim
γ→+∞
1
log(γ)
× log (B1 ×B2 ×B3 ×B4 − C1 × C2 × C3 × C4) (D.2)
where
B1 = q (2bsdmsd)
msd , B2 =
Gmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
, B3 =
(
HMQAM
KMQAM
)L
,
B4 = F
(4)
D
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,
2bsdmsd
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,
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,
1
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,
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, C3 =
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ZMQAM
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,
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;
1
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,
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)
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At the high SNR regime, we have that
B2 ≈ 1
γ
,
Psr,MQAM ≈ e1 × 1
γ
⇒ B3 ≈
(
e2
γ
)L
,
B4 ≈ F (4)D
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 2; 0, 0, e3, 0
)
,
C2 ≈ 1
γ
, C3 ≈
(
e4
γ
)L
,
C4 ≈ F (5)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd,−L,L; 5
2
;
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
, e5,
1
2
)
where ei (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is a constant value. We observe that in the high SNR regime, B4 and C4
converge to constant values.
So, the asymptotic diversity Dg,MQAM is ﬁnally given as
Dg,MQAM = − lim
γ→+∞
1
log(γ)
× log
[
B1 ×
(
1
γ
)
×
(
e2
γ
)L
×B4 − C1 ×
(
1
γ
)
×
(
e4
γ
)L
× C4
]
= − lim
γ→+∞
1
log(γ)
×
[
log
(
1
γ
)(L+1)
+ log
(
B1 × eL2 ×B4 − C1 × eL4 × C4
)]
= L+ 1.
(D.3)
Appendix E
Outage probability of the direct link
In order to derive the outage probability of the direct link we ﬁrst derive the CDF of γsd. The CDF
of γsd is given as
Fγsd(y) =
∫ y
0
fγsd(τ)dτ. (E.1)
where
fγsd(τ) = Asd exp
(
− τ
2bsdγsd
)
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdτ) , for τ > 0. (E.2)
and
Asd =
1
2bsdγsd
(
2bsdmsd
2bsdmsd + Ωsd
)msd
,
Bsd =
Ωsd
2bsdγsd(2bsdmsd + Ωsd)
,
(E.3)
Let change the variable τ = yu. When τ = 0⇒ u = 0, when τ = y ⇒ u = 1 and dτ = ydu.
So, equation E.1 can be rewritten as
Fγsd(y) = Asdy
∫ 1
0
exp
(
− yu
2bsdγsd
)
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdyu) du (E.4)
By using the Maclaurin series expansions of exp
(
− yu2bsdγsd
)
,
exp
(
− yu
2bsdγsd
)
= 1 +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j y
j
j! (2bsdγsd)
j
uj (E.5)
equation E.4 can be rewritten as
Fγsd(y) = Asdy
∫ 1
0
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdyu) du+
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j y
j
j! (2bsdγsd)
j
∫ 1
0
uj1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdyu) du
 .
(E.6)
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By using the table of integrals in [GR07],∫ 1
0
(1− x)µ−1xν−1pFq (a1, . . . , ap; ν, b2, . . . , bq; ax) dx
=
Γ(µ)Γ(ν)
Γ(µ+ ν)
pFq (a1, . . . , ap;µ+ ν, b2, . . . , bq; a)
(E.7)
and ∫ 1
0
(1− x)µ−1xν−1pFq (a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bq; ax) dx
=
Γ(µ)Γ(ν)
Γ(µ+ ν)
p+1Fq+1 (ν, a1, . . . , ap;µ+ ν, b1, . . . , bq; a)
(E.8)
where Re(µ), Re(ν) > 0, p ≤ q + 1, if p = q + 1 then |a| < 1.
So, Fγsd(y) is ﬁnally given as follows
Fγsd(y) = Asdy1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdy) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j Asdy
(j+1)
(j + 1)!(2bsdγsd)
j 2
F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdy)
(E.9)
and the outage of the direct link is obtained as below
P outsd = Asdγth1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdγth) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j Asd(γth)
(j+1)
(j + 1)!(2bsdγsd)
j 2
F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdγth) .
(E.10)
Appendix F
Outage probability of the HSTCS
The PDF of γ˜SDFMRC is deﬁned in 2.77 as
fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ +∞
−∞
fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ
=
∫ +∞
0
fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ, for τ > 0.
(F.1)
So, the CDF of γ˜SDFMRC is deﬁned by
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ y
−∞
fγ˜SDFMRC
(x)dx
=
∫ y
−∞
∫ +∞
0
fγ˜DF (x− τ)fγsd(τ)dτdx
=
∫ +∞
0
∫ y
−∞
fγ˜DF (x− τ)dxfγsd(τ)dτ
(F.2)
Let change the variable t = x− τ , then, equation F.2 can be rewritten as
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ +∞
0
∫ y−τ
−∞
fγ˜DF (t)dtfγsd(τ)dτ
=
∫ +∞
0
Fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ.
(F.3)
The CDF of γ˜SDFMRC , Fγ˜DF (y − τ), is equal to zero when y − τ < 0. So, the CDF of γ˜SDFMRC can be
expressed as below
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ y
0
Fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ. (F.4)
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F.1 Outage probability of HSTCS over i.n.i.d fading channels
the CDF of γ˜DF is deﬁned in 2.76 by
Fγ˜DF (y) =
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
1 +
L∑
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]
.
(F.5)
and
fγsd(τ) = Asd exp
(
− τ
2bsdγsd
)
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdτ) , for τ > 0. (F.6)
By using equation F.4, the CDF of γ˜SDFMRC can be rewritten as below
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[∫ y
0
fγsd(τ)dτ +
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]
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(F.7)
where
I(y) =
∫ y
0
fγsd(τ) (1− exp (−βλn(y − τ))) dτ
= Fγsd(y)−Asd exp (−βλny)
∫ y
0
exp
[
−
(
1
2bsdγsd
− βλn
)
τ
]
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdτ) dτ.
(F.8)
By using the same approach as in equation E.4 of appendix E, I(y) can be obtained as
I(y) = Fγsd(y)−Asd exp (−βλny)
[
y1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdy) +
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(−1)j y
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]
.
(F.9)
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Then, by replacing βλn =
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
and the obtained I(y) into equation F.7, the CDF of γ˜SDFMRC ,
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) is ﬁnally obtained as
Fγ˜SDFMRC
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.
(F.10)
Hence, the outage probability of HSTCS over i.n.i.d fading channels is ﬁnally given as
P outSDF =
(
L∏
i=1
P outsri
)[
P outsd +
L∑
k=1
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
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(
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)
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.
(F.11)
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The CDF of γ˜DF is given by equation 2.83 as
Fγ˜DF (y) =
∫ y
0
fγ˜DF (τ)dτ = (P
out
sr )
L
[
1 +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
1− P outsr
P outsr
)k(
1− exp (−βy)
k−1∑
m=0
βmym
m!
)]
.
(F.12)
And the CDF of γ˜MRC can be written as below
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) =
∫ y
0
Fγ˜DF (y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ
= (P outsr )
L
[
Fγsd(y) +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
1− P outsr
P outsr
)k
J(y)
] (F.13)
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where
J(y) =
∫ y
0
(
1− exp (−β(y − τ))
k−1∑
m=0
βm(y − τ)m
m!
)
fγsd(τ)dτ
= Fγsd(y)−Asd exp(−βy)
k−1∑
m=0
βm
m!
∫ y
0
(y − τ)m exp
[
−
(
1
2bsdγsd
− β
)
τ
]
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdτ) dτ.
(F.14)
Let change the variable τ = yu. So, J(y) can be rewritten as
J(y) = Fγsd(y)−Asd exp(−βy)
k−1∑
m=0
βm
m!
ym+1
×
∫ 1
0
(1− u)m exp
[
−
(
1
2bsdγsd
− β
)
yu
]
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdyu) du.
(F.15)
The integral
J1(y) =
∫ 1
0
(1− u)m exp
[
−
(
1
2bsdγsd
− β
)
yu
]
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdyu) du (F.16)
can be obtained by using the same approach as in equation E.4 of appendix E and is given as follows
J1(y) =
[ 1
m+ 1
1F1 (msd;m+ 2;Bsdy) +
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j
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(F.17)
Therefore, J(y) is obtained as
J(y) = Fγsd(y)−Asd exp(−βy)
k−1∑
m=0
βm
×
[ ym+1
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.
(F.18)
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So, the CDF of γ˜MRC is ﬁnally given as follows
Fγ˜SDFMRC
(y) = (P outsr )
L
[
Fγsd(y) +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
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)k(
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.
(F.19)
where β = 12brdγrd .
Hence, the outage probability of HSTCS over i.i.d fading channels is ﬁnally given as
P outSDF = (P
out
sr )
L
[
P outsd +
L∑
k=1
(
L
k
)(
1− P outsr
P outsr
)k(
P outsd −Asd exp(−
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)
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.
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Appendix G
SEP of the HSTCS with best relay
selection
G.1 SEP of MPSK
The average SEP of the HSTCS with best relay selection for coherent MPSK signals is deﬁned in 3.18
by
PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E) =
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
0
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ
=
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISDF−BR1,MPSK
+
1
pi
∫ pi− pi
M
pi
2
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISDF−BR2,MPSK
(G.1)
where gMPSK = sin2(pi/M) and
φγSDF−BRMRC
(s) = φγsd(s)φγBR(s) (G.2)
where φγsd (s) is given in A.4 of appendix A and φγBR(s) is given in 3.17 as
φγBR(s) = E
[
e−sy
]
=
∫ ∞
0
e−syfγBR(y)dy
=
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
×
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)]( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)(
s+
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)−1
.
(G.3)
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So,
φγSDFMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)( L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ φγsd
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
) L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)]( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)(
gMPSK
sin2 θ
+
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)−1
.
(G.4)
The ﬁrst integral ISDF−BR1,MPSK can be derived by changing the variable t = cos
2(θ).
Therefore, φγSDF−BRMRC
(
gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
can be rewritten as below
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− t 1G1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− t 2bsdmsdG2,MPSK
)msd
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− t)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− t 1G1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− t 2bsdmsdG2,MPSK
)msd L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)] 1
Uλn,MPSK
(
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
× (1− t)
1− t
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK
−1
(G.5)
where
Uλn,MPSK = gMPSK +
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
. (G.6)
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So, ISDF−BR1,MPSK can be written as
ISDF−BR1,MPSK =
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
∫ 1
0
t−
1
2 (1− t) 12
(
1− t 1
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− t 2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dt
+
(2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)] 1
Uλn,MPSK
(
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
×
∫ 1
0
t−
1
2 (1− t) 32
(
1− t 1
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− t 2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)−msd1− t
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK
−1 dt
(G.7)
By using the Lauricellla function, ISDF−BR1,MPSK can be obtained as below
ISDF−BR1,MPSK =
(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
3(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
16Gmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MPSK
× F (3)D
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK

(G.8)
The second integral ISDF−BR2,MPSK can be derived by changing the variable
z =
cos2 θ
cos2(pi/M)
=
cos2 θ
1− gMPSK =
cos2 θ
ω
. (G.9)
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In this case, φγSDF−BRMRC
(
gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
can be rewritten as below
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMPSK
sin2 θ
)
= (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− zω)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− z ωG1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− z 2bsdmsdωG2,MPSK
)msd
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ (2bsdmsd)
msd (1− zω)
Gmsd−11,MPSK
(
1− z ωG1,MPSK
)msd−1
Gmsd2,MPSK
(
1− z 2bsdmsdωG2,MPSK
)msd L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)] 1
Uλn,MPSK
(
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
× (1− zω)
1− zω
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK
−1
(G.10)
Therefore, ISDF−BR2,MPSK can be written as below
ISDF−BR2,MPSK =
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
∫ 1
0
z−
1
2 (1− zω) 12
(
1− z ω
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− z 2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)−msd
dz
+
√
ω (2bsdmsd)
msd Gmsd−11,MPSK
2piGmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)] 1
Uλn,MPSK
(
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)∫ 1
0
z−
1
2 (1− zω) 32
×
(
1− z ω
G1,MPSK
)msd−1(
1− z 2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)−msd1− zω
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK
−1 dz
(G.11)
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By using the Lauricella function, ISDF−BR2,MPSK can be obtained as follows
ISDF−BR2,MPSK =
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MPSK
× F (4)D
1
2
,−3
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
ω
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK

(G.12)
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Therefore, PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E) is given as below
PSDF−BRs,MPSK (E) =
(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
4Gmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
)
+
3(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
16Gmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MPSK
× F (3)D
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MPSK
,
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK

+
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1
2
,−1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
)
+
√
ω(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MPSK
piGmsd2,MPSK
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MPSK
× F (4)D
1
2
,−3
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3
2
;ω,
ω
G1,MPSK
,
2bsdmsdω
G2,MPSK
,
ω
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MPSK

(G.13)
G.2 SEP of MQAM
The average SEP of the HSTCS with best relay selection for coherent MQAM signals is deﬁned in
3.23 as
PSDF−BRs,MQAM (E) =
4q
pi
∫ pi
2
0
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
SDFBR
1,MQAM
− 4q
2
pi
∫ pi
4
0
φγSDF−BRMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
dθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISDF−BR2,MQAM
(G.14)
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where gMQAM = 3/2(M − 1), q =
(
1− 1/√M
)
and
φγSDFMRC
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
= φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
)( L∏
i=1
Psri
)
+ φγsd
(gMQAM
sin2 θ
) L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)]( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)(
gMQAM
sin2 θ
+
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)−1
.
(G.15)
where φγsd
(
gMQAM
sin2 θ
)
is given in A.19.
The ﬁrst integral ISDF−BR1,MQAM can be computed by using the same approach as in I
SDF−BR
1,MPSK . We
only change gMPSK to gMQAM and multiply the factor 4q into I
SDF−BR
1,MPSK .
Hence, we obtain
ISDF−BR1,MQAM =
q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
+
3q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
4Gmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MQAM
× F (3)D
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MQAM

(G.16)
where
Uλn,MQAM = gMQAM +
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
. (G.17)
In order to derive ISDF−BR2,MQAM , we change the variable, t = 1− tan2 θ. In this case, ISDF2,MPSK can be
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written as below
ISDF−BR2,MQAM =
q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
×
∫ 1
0
(1− t) 12
(
1− t
2
)−1(
1− tG1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
)msd−1(
1− tG2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)−msd
dt
+
q2 (2bsdmsd)
msd Lmsd−11,MQAM
piLmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1[
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)] 1
Vλn,MQAM
(
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)∫ 1
0
(1− t) 32
(
1− t
2
)−1
×
(
1− tG1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
)msd−1(
1− tG2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)−msd (
1− tUλn,MQAM
Vλn,MQAM
)−1
dt
(G.18)
where
Vλn,MQAM = 2gMQAM +
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
. (G.19)
By using the Lauricella function, ISDF−BR2,MPSK can be obtained as below
ISDF−BR2,MPSK =
2q2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
+
2q2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
5piLmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Vλn,MQAM
× F (4)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd, 1; 7
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
,
Uλn,MQAM
Vλn,MQAM
)
(G.20)
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So, PSDF−BRs,MQAM (E) is ﬁnally given as follows
PSDF−BRs,MQAM (E) =
q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
Gmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
F1
(
1
2
, 1−msd,msd; 2; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
)
+
3q(2bsdmsd)
msdGmsd−11,MQAM
4Gmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Uλn,MQAM
× F (3)D
1
2
, 1−msd,msd, 1; 3; 1
G1,MQAM
,
2bsdmsd
G2,MQAM
,
∑k
n=1
1
2brλnd
γrλnd
Uλn,MQAM

− 2q
2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
3piLmsd2,MQAM
(
L∏
i=1
Psri
)
× F (3)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd; 5
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
)
− 2q
2(2bsdmsd)
msdLmsd−11,MQAM
5piLmsd2,MQAM
L∑
k=1
(−1)(k+1)
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
k∏
n=1
(
1− Psrλn
)( k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
1
Vλn,MQAM
× F (4)D
(
1, 1, 1−msd,msd, 1; 7
2
;
1
2
,
G1,MQAM
L1,MQAM
,
G2,MQAM
L2,MQAM
,
Uλn,MQAM
Vλn,MQAM
)
(G.21)
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Appendix H
Outage probability of the HSTCS with
best relay selection
The CDF of γ˜SDF−BRMRC is deﬁned in 3.42 as
Fγ˜SDF−BRMRC
(y) =
∫ y
0
Fγ˜BR(y − τ)fγsd(τ)dτ. (H.1)
where Fγ˜BR(y) is given in 3.40 as
Fγ˜BR(y) = 1 +
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
y
2brλndγrλnd
)
.
(H.2)
So, the CDF of γ˜SDF−BRMRC can be rewritten as follows
Fγ˜SDF−BRMRC
(y) =
∫ y
0
fγsd(τ)dτ +
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
×
∫ y
0
exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
y − τ
2brλndγrλnd
)
fγsd(τ)dτ
= Fγsd(y) +
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
Asd exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
y
2brλndγrλnd
)
×
∫ y
0
exp
[
−
(
1
2bsdγsd
−
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)
τ
]
1F1 (msd; 1;Bsdτ) dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1(y)
.
(H.3)
The integral I1(y) can be calculated by using the same approach as in equation E.4 of appendix E
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and is given as follows
I1(y) = y1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdy) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
−
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)j
× y
(j+1)
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdy) .
(H.4)
Hence, the CDF of γ˜SDF−BRMRC is given as below
Fγ˜SDF−BRMRC
(y) = Fγsd(y) +Asd
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
× exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
y
2brλndγrλnd
)[
y1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdy) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
−
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)j
× y
(j+1)
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdy)
]
.
(H.5)
Therefore, the outage probability of the HSTCS with best relay selection is ﬁnally given by
P outSDF−BR = P
out
sd +Asd
L∑
k=1
(−1)k
L−k+1∑
λ1=1
L−k+2∑
λ2=λ1+1
. . .
L∑
λk=λk−1+1
[
k∏
n=1
(
1− P outsrλn
)]
× exp
(
−
k∑
n=1
γth
2brλndγrλnd
)[
γth1F1 (msd; 2;Bsdγth) +
+∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
(
1
2bsdγsd
−
k∑
n=1
1
2brλndγrλnd
)j
× γ
(j+1)
th
(j + 1)!
2F2 (j + 1,msd; j + 2, 1;Bsdγth)
]
.
(H.6)
Appendix I
Asymtotic SEP of the OFDM-HSTCS
I.1 Asymtotic of PWDs,MPSK(E)
The average SEP of the OFDM-HSTCS for coherent MPSK signals over i.i.d fading channel is given
in 4.17 as
PWDs,MPSK(E) =
1
2
(
HMPSK
KMPSK
)L
F1
(
1
2
,−L,L; 1; 1
HMPSK
,
1
KMPSK
)
+
√
ω
pi
(
HMPSK
KMPSK
)L
F
(3)
D
(
1
2
,
1
2
,−L,L; 3
2
;ω,
ω
HMPSK
,
ω
KMPSK
) (I.1)
where
HMPSK = 1 + Psr,MPSK2brdγrdgMPSK ,
KMPSK = 1 + 2brdγrdgMPSK .
(I.2)
When γsr → +∞⇒ Psr,MPSK → 0. When Er/N0 → +∞⇒ γrd = ErN0+NI → CI .
So, HMPSK → 1 and KMPSK → 1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMPSK .
Hence,
lim
SNR→+∞
PWDs,MPSK(E) =
1[
1 + 2brd
(
C
I
)
gMPSK
]L
[
1
2
F1
(
1
2
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I.2 Asymtotic of PWDs,MQAM(E)
The average SEP of the OFDM-HSTCS for coherent MQAM signals over i.i.d fading channel is given
in 4.23 as
PWDs,MQAM (E) = 2q
(
HMQAM
KMQAM
)L
F1
(
1
2
,−L,L; 1; 1
HMQAM
,
1
KMQAM
)
− 2q
2
pi
(
WMQAM
ZMQAM
)L
F
(3)
D
(
1, 1,−L,L; 3
2
;
1
2
,
HMQAM
WMQAM
,
KMQAM
ZMQAM
) (I.4)
where
HMQAM = 1 + 2Psr,MQAMbrdγrdgMQAM , KMQAM = 1 + 2brdγrdgMQAM ,
WMQAM = 1 + 4Psr,MQAMbrdγrdgMQAM , ZMQAM = 1 + 4brdγrdgMQAM .
(I.5)
When γsr → +∞⇒ Psr,MQAM → 0. When Er/N0 → +∞⇒ γrd = ErN0+NI → CI .
So,HMQAM → 1,KMQAM → 1+2brd
(
C
I
)
gMQAM ,WMQAM → 1 and ZMQAM → 1+4brd
(
C
I
)
gMQAM .
Hence,
lim
SNR→+∞
PWDs,MQAM (E) = 2q
1[
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)
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(
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)
.
(I.6)
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